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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY!
"Under Socialism you would not be allowed to be poor. You would be forcibly fed, clothed, lodged, taught,
and employed whether you liked it or not. If it were discovered that you had not the character and
industry enough to be worth all this trouble, you might possibly be executed in a kindly manner. . . ." -Falsely attributed to George Bernard Shaw in his Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism and Capitalism,
1928.

THE CLINTON BODY-COUNT
NEW! Updated for Hillary's 2016 run!
My thanks to everyone who took the time to write and
suggest corrections. Many changes have been made to
this list based on the info sent in and more will be added
in the very near future.
In compiling this list I have tried to find as much
photographic evidence as I can, but surprisingly (or
maybe not so surprisingly) these people in many cases
seem to have been erased from the internet!
The following is a partial list of a large number of persons
who have recently met their demise in suspicious
circumstances who appear to have some connection to
the Clintons. I stress partial because new additions are
coming in faster than closets can be found to hide the
bodies in!
Don Adams
Died January 7, 1997
Long before Whitewater's land flips made the Clinton's
circle of friends rich, many of the same players had been
involved in a similar land swindle in Branson. Don Adams
was a lawyer in Arkansas who got involved trying to help
the people who were being swindled out of their life
savings.

Click for full size article of Don Adams missing.

Click for full size article of Don Adams found dead.
The successor attorney for Don left for parts unknown
about a year after Don was killed.

Gandy Baugh
Attorney representing Mr. Lassater in a case concerning
alleged financial misconduct. Died: January 8, 1994
Died in an alleged suicide by jumping out of a window of
a multi-story building. - Mr. Lassater was a close

associate of Gov. Clinton, and was later indicted on drug
related charges, among other things. Baugh's law
partner was "suicided" one month later on February 9,
1994.
Admiral Jeremy Boorda
Chief of Naval Operations
Died May 16th, 1996

Boorda supposedly went home for lunch and decided to
shoot himself in the chest (by one report, twice) rather
than be interviewed by Newsweek magazine that
afternoon.
Explanations for Boorda's suicide focused on a claim that
he was embarrassed over two "Valor" pins he was not
authorized to wear.
Former CNO Admiral Elmo Zumwalt said on the May 17
Larry King Live show that Admiral Boorda was not only
authorized to wear the "V" on his medals, but that had
personally authorized him to do so when he was serving
as Commander Naval Forces Vietnam.
When it turned out that Boorda was entitled to those
decorations, blame shifted to stresses over the down
sizing of the Navy, and even (Washington Times) the
adverse affect that feminism was having on the Navy's
morale.
Boorda supposedly left two suicide notes, neither of
which was released.
On Thursday, June 25, 1998, Navy Secretary John Dalton
formally acknowledged that Boorda had been entitled to
wear the decorations.
So, like Brown, and like Foster, the proximate cause for
the "suicide" turns out to be fraudulent.

ability to testify. The very next day, Ron Brown's
personal lawyer was murdered in a drive-by shooting. A
few days later, the Air Traffic Controller who had been in
charge during the aircraft crash was found dead and
declared a suicide.
On leaving Ron Brown's funeral, President Bill Clinton
was seen laughing and joking ... until he saw the
camera, then he went into his sad act!

James Bunch
Influential Texan
Exact date of death unknown
Died from a gunshot "suicide", similar to Vince Foster. Was discovered to have a "little black book" containing
the names of many influential persons in Texas and
Arkansas who visited certain prostitutes.
Eric Butera
Witness
Died: December 4, 1997
An informant who came forward offering information
regarding the murder of White House intern Mary
Mahoney. He was then sent into a known crack house to
make an undercover buy for the police and was beaten
to death. His mother was awarded $100 million in
compensation, but a Federal Judge later slashed it to just
$1 million.
Caetano Carani.
Witness to a shooting near the White House.
Died: November 11, 1994
Suffered an unknown infection just before he was to
testify. Death attributed to "apparent" food poisoning.

Click for full scan of article

Ron Brown
Former Chairman, DNC; Commerce Secretary
Died: May 3, 1996
Ron Brown died along with 39 other people when the T43 (a converted 737 used by the Air Force) carrying the
group on a trip to Bosnia crashed while approaching the
Dubrovnik airport. On the verge of being indicted and
having stated publicly his willingness to make a deal with
prosecutors, Ron Brown's death brought to an end his

William Colby
Director of Central Intelligence (ret)
Died: April 27(?), 1996
William Colby had been the DCI from 1973 to 1976
under Nixon and Ford.
At age 76, Colby had found a new career and had just
started writing for Strategic Investment at the time of his
death. This had worried many insiders in the intelligence
community who felt that Colby had already divulged too
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many of the CIA's secrets in the preceding years. Indeed,
his dismissal by Ford because of his over-cooperation
with Congressional investigations into CIA wrongdoing. It
was Colby who had revealed to Congress the plans to kill
Fidel Castro, the spying on American citizens (in direct
violation of the CIA charter) and the conducting of
biological tests by the CIA on unsuspecting citizens.
George Bush replaced him.
According to the original CNN report, Colby was reported
missing by neighbors who "recovered" his canoe, by one
story from under the dock at Colby's house, by another
report, 1/4 of a mile downstream from Colby's home.
Colby was by all report a methodical, tidy man, yet police
found his home unlocked, his computer on, and a partly
eaten dinner on the table. The official story is that Colby
just put down his fork and decided to drop everything
and go canoeing.
Colby at 76 was still a world-traveler and consultant to
many corporations. He recently became an editor of an
important financial newsletter, "Strategic Investment,"
which covered the Vince Foster "suicide" in detail. Its
editors hired three renowned handwriting experts to
investigate Foster's suicide note, which hadn't been
found when his briefcase was first searched, but later
materialized, torn into pieces, with no fingerprints on any
of the pieces. Upon comparing this document with others
of Foster's writings, these experts declared it was a
forgery, and a not very good one at that.
Colby had old enemies as well as new, with plenty of
motives for his extermination. He was in charge of the
infamous Operation Phoenix during the Vietnam War, in
which more than 20,000 South Vietnamese citizens -supposedly Vietcong sympathizers -- were rounded up,
tortured and executed. In the 1970s he opened some of
the secrets of the CIA to Congress: "Colby insisted on
going public about the agency's role in tapping the
telephones and opening the mail of Americans; plotting
the assassination of Fidel Castro, and using human
guinea pigs for mind-control experiments involving LSD,"
the Times reports.
On Monday, May 6th, Colby's body was found just 20
yards from where his canoe had been recovered, in an
area that had been thoroughly searched several times by
helicopters and search teams.
Most notable about the body was the absence of a life
jacket, which according to his wife, Colby always wore on
the water.
As has since been proven to have happened in the JFK
Jr. case false stories were being deliberately planted in
the media, including one quoting Mrs. Colby herself as
having been told by William Colby by phone that he was
going canoeing. Mrs. Colby denied any such story. The
week that he died, Colby was scheduled to meet with the
Disclosure Project.
Suzanne Coleman
Had affair with Clinton when he was attorney
general of Arkansas.
Died: February 15, 1977
Died of "suicide" with gunshot wound to the back of her
head. No autopsy allowed. Was 7 months pregnant at
time of her death. She had told friends it was Bill
Clinton's child. (See Danny Williams). She was 26 at the
time of her death.
Gregory Collins
Witness to the Train Deaths

Died: January 1989
Greg had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. He died
from a gunshot blast to the face. Declared a suicide.
Keith Coney (or Koney)
Witness to the Train Deaths
Died: May 1988
Keith had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. Died in
a motorcycle accident in July 1988 while being chased by
a car. Ruled a traffic accident.
L.J. Davis
Reporter investigating Clinton scandals. Attacked at his
hotel room in Little Rock. His notes were stolen.
David Drye
Died 8/1999. Pat Matrisciana, owner of "Jeremiah Films"
(which produces such vides as The Clinton Chronicles),
and David Drye planned a trip to Washington DC by
Private plane. At the last second, pat had to cancel and
David left without him, dying when the plane crashed.
Daniel A. Dutko
C-chairman of Leadership 2000
Died: July 27, 1999
Daniel A. Dutko, 54, was the co-chairman of Leadership
2000, the Democratic National Committee's main fundraising effort. He held many other high-level political
positions, including vice chairman of finance for ClintonGore in 1995; finance chairman of the 53rd inaugural
ball; and vice chairman of finance for the DNC in 1996
(when the Chinese money poured in). Attributed to a
bicycle accident in which it's claimed he struck his head
on the concrete twice.
Five Navy aviators
Clinton bodyguards/escorts
(names not determined) Died: 3/26/93 - all died in a
crash of an E-2C Hawkeye in Italy. The crash occurred
shortly after the plane was "waved off" from a landing
attempt on the Carrier Roosevelt, due to a "foul deck". All five men had been Clinton's escorts during Clinton's
visit to the Roosevelt 2 weeks prior. Three other men,
who had flown Clinton to the Roosevelt for that visit also
died later in a helicopter crash.
Hershell Friday
Attorney and Clinton fund raiser.
Died: March 1, 1994
Killed when his plane exploded. Cause unknown.

Vincent Foster
Deputy White House Counsel
Died: July 21, 1993
Found dead in Ft. Marcy Park in Washington, DC, of a
supposed suicide by gunshot. A suicide note was
supposedly found a few days later, torn into several
pieces, in his briefcase, after his office had been entered
by White House staff and materials removed. The
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"suicide" note, (leaked despite official efforts to keep it
from view) has since been revealed to be a forgery.
The gun which he supposedly used to kill himself was
reported to be still in his hand, but the person who first
found the body reports that there was no gun at that
time. Many irregularities surround the death and the
investigation of it. For one thing, neither Foster's
fingerprints or blood were on the gun he supposedly
inserted into his mouth and fired. There was no blood on
Foster's hands.
Foster was also from Hope, Ark., like Clinton, and also
worked for the Rose Law firm. Foster had intimate
knowledge of the Clintons' personal finances. Foster was
involved in an investigation of their finances, and
reportedly made a phone call to Hillary Clinton, in Los
Angeles, just hours before his death. Foster had been
called to testify to Congress about the records Hillary
refused to turn over. Another possible motive for the
murder relates to the Clinton Presidential Blind Trust,
being prepared by Foster, but six months late. Testimony
during the Whitewater hearings suggestsd the trust was
fraudulent, with the Clintons retaining control over much
of their finances, in order to profits from inside
information.
Recently, the signed report of M.E. Dr. Donald Haut was
uncovered at the National Archives, proving that Foster
had a previously unreported gunshot wound to his neck.
Finally, an FBI memo surfaced dated the day after the
date of the official autopsy, in which the autopsist
informed the FBI that there was NO exit wound.
Cpl Eric S. Fox
Died: March 22, 1999
Crewman for Marine One, the Presidential Helicopter.
Shot in the head, and declared a suicide.
Aldo Franscoia, Secret Service Agent
Cpt. Kevin N. Earnest, Aircraft Commander
Cpt. Kimberly Jo Wielhouwer, Pilot
2Lt. Benjamin T. Hall, Navigator
SSgt. Michael J. SmithJr., Loadmaster
Sr. Airman Rick L. Merritt, Flight Engineer
SSgt. Michael R. York, Loadmaster
Sr. Airman Billy R. Ogston, Crew Chief
Airman Thomas A. Stevens, Loadmaster.
Died: August 18, 1996
Killed when the C-130 carrying the Presidential Limos
crashed near Jackson Hole, Wyoming. All nine people on
board a White House support plane were killed late
Saturday (10:48pm MDT), when it crashed into Sheep
Mountain (also known as Sleeping Indian Mountain) near
Jackson Hole Wyoming. The aircraft was en route from
Jackson Hole to John F. Kennedy International airport.
The Air Force Lockheed Martin C-130 Hercules transport
aircraft was carrying a presidential vehicle and many
pieces of luggage, all related to the president's vacation
(50th birthday celebration in the Grand Tetons).
President Clinton said Sunday afternoon that he was told
the pilot was attempting to return to the Jackson Hole
airport when it crashed (CNN news report). The Air Force
reported finding no evidence of an in-flight mechanical
emergency after examining the flight data and flight
voice recorders and could not find evidence that the pilot
radioed mechanical trouble before crashing into the
mountainside as reported by the White House. The
victims included 8 crew members and one Secret Service

agent. The aircraft and crew were stationed out of Dyess
Air Force Base.
Four Marine Pilots
Marine One Presidential Helicopter pilots.
Died: April 8, 2000
(names not determined) - all died (with 15 others) in a
crash of a V-22 Osprey near Tucson. Witnesses reported
the craft burst into flames in mid-air, then crashed.
Kathy Ferguson
Witness
Died: May 10, 1994
Kathy Ferguson supposedly committed "suicide" May
10,1994 when she shot herself in her living room.
Kathy's ex husband was Danny Ferguson, who was the
Arkansas trooper who said he escorted Paula Jones to Bill
Clinton's hotel room. Kathy often told friends and coworkers about how Bill had gotten Danny to bring women
to him and stand watch while they had sex. Danny
Ferguson was a co-defendant along with Bill Clinton in
Paula Corbin Jones's sexual harassment suit. Kathy
Ferguson was a corroborating witness for Ms. Jones.
Oddly, next to Kathy's body were her packed bags, as if
she was expecting to be going somewhere.
Duane Garrett
Radio Host and Al Gore fund raiser.
Died: 7/26/95
A lawyer and a talk show host for KGO-AM in San
Francisco, Duane was the campaign finance chairman for
Diane Fienstein's run for the senate, and was a friend
and fundraiser for Al Gore.
According to Garrett's lawyer, Garrett was under
investigation for defrauding investors in Garrett's failed
sports memorabilia venture. There was talk of a deal to
evade prosecution. On July 26th, Garrett canceled an
afternoon meeting with his lawyer because he had to
meet some people at the San Francisco airport.
Three hours later he was found floating in the bay under
the Golden Gate Bridge.
Carlos Ghigliotti
Thermal Imaging Expert
Died: April 28, 2000
Carlos Ghigliotti: 42, was found dead in his home just
outside of Washington D.C. There was no sign of a
break-in or struggle at the firm of Infrared Technology
where the badly decomposed body of Ghigliotti was
found. Ghigliotti had not been seen for several weeks.
Ghigliotti, a thermal imaging analyst hired by the House
Government Reform Committee to review tape of the
siege at Waco, Texas, said he determined the FBI fired
shots on April 19, 1993. The FBI has explained the light
bursts on infrared footage as reflections of sun rays on
shards of glass or other debris that littered the scene.

Judi Gibbs
Penthouse model, and call girl
Died: January 3, 1986
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Judi Gibbs (along with her sister Sharon) appeared in the
December 1979 issue of Penthouse, and later worked at
a bordello in Fordyce, near Mena, Arkansas which also
ran a blackmail operation with photos taken of the
customers with their girls. According to the Gibbs family,
Bill Clinton was a regular customer of Judi, and there
were photos of him having sex with her that threatened
his Presidential campaign! While cooperating with law
enforcement in a drug investigation, Judi died when her
house burned down. No cause for the fire was found.
Judy had called the fire department to report the fire, but
her body was found on the floor in front of a ground floor
window, near a door that would have allowed her escape.
In a sworn statement, Clinton bodyguard Barry Spivey
related how he had been with the governor when the
governor's plane had flown over Judi Gibb's house and
Clinton had shown Judi's penthouse photos on the plane
and pointed out the house.
Paula Grober
Clinton's speech interpreter for the deaf.
Died: December 9, 1992
Died in a one-car accident with no known witnesses. Her
body was thrown 33 feet from the car, indicating a very
high speed. A very attractive women, Paula traveled
extensively with Clinton from 1978 until her death.
Clinton, through a spokesman, called Grober's death "a
great personal loss." He also said, "Hillary and I extend
our sincere sympathy to Paula's family. I had the
privilege of working with her over many years."
Staff Sgt. Brian Haney
Marine Sgt. Tim Sabel
Maj. William Barkley
Capt. Scott Reynolds
Clinton bodyguards
Died: May 19, 1993
All four men died when their helicopter crashed in the
woods near Quantico, Va. - Reporters were barred from
the site, and the head of the fire department responding
to the crash described it by saying, "Security was tight,"
with "lots of Marines with guns." The Marines seized a
videotape made by a firefighter. All four men had
escorted Clinton on his flight to the carrier Roosevelt
shortly before their deaths.
Stanley Heard
Chairman, National Chiropractic Health Care
Advisory Committee
Steve Dickson
Counsel to Mr. Heard
Died: September 10, 1993
Both died in a plane crash outside Dulles airport, after
their aircraft, rented after Heard's personal craft
developed troubles, crashed while attempting an
emergency landing after reporting a fire on board. Let's
repeat that. They took off in a plane. It developed
problems. They got it back to the airport. They rented a
new plane. They took off in the new rented plane and IT
developed a problem. On the way back to the airport it
crashed. - Heard, in addition to serving on Clinton's
advisory council, also personally treated Clinton's
mother, stepfather, and brother.
John Hillyer
NBC and freelance cameraman
Died: 1996

Hillyer passed away in a Dentist's office from unknown
causes, despite being very health-conscious and in good
physical condition. Declared a heart attack. Was working
on an investigation into Mena and assisted with the
"Circle of Power," and "Clinton Chronicles." Some time
after his passing, his widow recalled her husband saying
he felt he could be in danger.
Stanley Huggins
Partner in Memphis law firm
Died: June 23, 1994
Investigating Madison Guaranty. Reported to have
succumbed to viral pneumonia (See attack on Russel
Welch). His 300-page report has never been released.
Stanley had been at a Cotton Carnival Party on a Friday
night. He was supposed to escort his wife all week during
the 7 day event, but told her he couldn't as something
important was going down. He has recently left the law
firm in Little Rock where Hillary C worked and set up a
small office in Memphis. On that Friday night I saw Stan
and spoke to him briefly. He seemed extremely nervous
& about to jump out of his skin. The word circulated
throughout the party that he had been involved in some
secretive issue that was under the microscope. Soon
after that we were told by his wife that he had flown up
to a NE University to give a speech on a Saturday. He
checked into the provided dorm room, by the university
employees that said he looked fine. When they called up
to his room later in the day he didn't answer the phone,
so they went to check on him and found him dead. The
death was declared due to viral pneumonia. His wife has
tried to get the hospital records, but they were sealed by
Janet Reno under presidential orders of Clinton. Over
that weekend his Memphis office was broken into and the
only noticeable thing taken were his files. His 300 page
report was never released.

Sandy Hume
Journalist
Died: February 2, 1998
On Sunday, February 22nd, 1998, Sandy Hume, the 28year-old son of journalist Britt Hume, was reportedly
found dead in his Arlington, Virginia home. Aside from
the statement that this was an "apparent" suicide, there
remains in place a total media blackout on this story,
possibly out of concern that the actual facts will not
withstand public scrutiny. Indeed, it was reported in
Associated Press that the Arlington Police were not
responding to any inquiries.
Hume was a reporter for The Hill magazine, newspaper
about Congress for Congress, and had broken a major
story in 1997 regarding the friction between House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and a faction led by
Representative Paxon (who announced his resignation
just 24 hours after Hume's death).
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In addition, Sandy Hume had just joined the staff at Fox
TV News and was just three weeks into a job that
represented the pinnacle of his young career. Oddly
enough, aside from echoing the one Associated Press
story, the Fox News website has ignored the death of its
newest commentator.
Sandy already had a reputation for getting the story that
nobody else wanted to look at. It is worth noting that his
death came hard on the heels of reports that "a reporter"
was about to break a story confirming the White House's
use of investigators to dig up dirt on critics.
It has recently been confirmed that the man who
performed the as-yet-unreleased autopsy is none other
than Dr. James C. Beyer, who has a record of concealing
homicides behind a ruling of suicide.
Kenneth Starr's "suicidologist" Dr. Alan L. Berman has
waded in again and as he did in the Foster death ruled it
"100% certain that this is a suicide and can be nothing
else".

Kevin Ives & Don Henry
Witnesses
Died: August 23, 1987
Initial cause of death was claimed to be the result of
passing out on a railroad track in Arkansas after smoking
twenty marijuana cigarettes. This ruling was reported by
the State medical examiner Fahmy Malak, and supported
by Sheriff Jim Steed, whose "thorough" investigation of
the crime scene left one of the boy's foot sitting in the
open for two days! In April 1988, Kevin's body was
exhumed, and another autopsy was performed, this one
by Atlanta medical examiner Dr. Joseph Burton who
discovered that Kevin died from a crushed skull prior to
being placed on the tracks. Don Henry's body was
exhumed and discovered to have been stabbed in the
back prior to being placed on the tracks. Governor Bill
Clinton excused Fahmy Malek's "errors" saying that
Malek was "tired and stressed out." Reports indicate that
Ives & Henry might have stumbled upon part of the Mena
drug operation, specifically a drop site in the area of
Bauxite and Alexander, Arkansas. The police chief of
Alexander, John Brown, acknowledged he obtained a
taped confession from one of the murderers of the two
boys, which was suppressed at the request of the FBI!
Jean Duffey headed up Arkansas' 7th District drug task
force in 1990. She was never allowed to conduct a
thorough investigation of drug running in Mena or any
possible connection to the train deaths. Her task force
and a federal grand jury were shut down after they
started examining corruption involving public officials.
Dan Harmon was a local government official, the
prosecuting attorney for Saline, Grant, and Hot Springs
counties in 1979 and 1980 and then again from 1991
through 1996. He was convicted in June of 1997 on drug,
racketeering, and extortion charges and has started
serving eight years in prison. In January 1991, long
before his drug offenses became public knowledge,
Harmon convinced a judge to subpoena evidence
obtained by Jean Duffey's task force -- evidence

gathered against him and other public officials. Ms.
Duffey refused to honor the subpoena, fearing for the
lives of witnesses (many of whom did turn up dead) and
fled the state when a warrant was issued for her arrest.

Gary Johnson
Witness
Attacked: June 26th, 1992
Beaten near death and left for dead. Someone in the
Clinton organization sent 3 goons to beat up and almost
murder Gary Johnson, who was Gennifer Flowers’
neighbor. Gary Johnson had a security camera installed
at his condominium and by chance he had many tapes of
Bill entering Gennifer's condominium while governor and
married to Hillary). Gary's tapes were taken.

John F. Kennedy Jr.
Potential Candidate for Senator from New York.
Died: July 16, 1999
Within days of an NBC Dateline story hinting at a
possible run for the Senate seat currently assumed to be
the property of Hillary Clinton, JFK Jr. and his wife and
sister-in-law died when the Piper Saratoga II TC JFK Jr.
was piloting crashed in to the ocean just short of
Martha's Vineyard. The NEWSWEEK issue for the
following Monday, which NBC Dateline had reported
would announce JFK Jr's candidacy, was yanked from
distributors and destroyed.
Even before the wreckage of the plane had been found,
the media was saturated with news stories declaring the
weather to have been very hazy (the weather was VFR
conditions, and 8 mile visibility, plus weather radar and
witnesses on Martha's Vineyard all reported clear skies)
making it impossible for JFK Jr. to know which way was
up (he also had working instruments in the aircraft).
As was the case when TWA 800 was shot down, the
United States Navy took control of the crash site,
ordering an unprecedented 5 mile wide no-fly zone while
the wreckage of the aircraft was recovered and taken to
a military base.
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Reporters Cindy
Adams and Andrew
Goldman have
documented the planting of false information about JFK
Jr. in the media in the days following his crash. The
feeding of false information to the press proves there is a
cover-up. The existence of a cover-up is why JFK Jr. gets
an entry on the Dead Bodies List.
According to some reports, Mrs. Kennedy was pregnant.
Jordan Kettleson
Witness to the Train Deaths
Died: June 1990
Kettleson had information on the Ives & Henry deaths.
He was found shot to death in the front seat of his
pickup.
Johnny Franklin Lawhon, Jr.
Witness
Died: March 29, 1998
In the spring of 1997, a tornado ripped through some
junked cars at Johnny's transmission and opened up the
trunk of a car that proved to have a box of Whitewater
records in it, including a copy of a $27,000 cashiers
check drawn on Madison and payable to Bill Clinton.
Johnny Franklin Lawhon, Sr. realized what he was
looking at and turned the box of documents over to the
FBI.
According to police, Lawhon Jr. (the son) and a friend hit
a telephone pole at a high rate of speed after their car
had become airborne and left the road. They had driven
less than 1/4 of a mile at the time of the accident.
This manner of death is similar to the single vehicle
accidents that killed Paula Grober, and Neil Moody.

Mary 'Caity' Mahoney
White House Intern
Died: July 1997
An attractive 25-year-old woman, Mary was a former
White House Intern for Bill Clinton working as the
Assistant Manager at a Starbuck's Coffee shop in
Georgetown.

In the pre-trial publicity surrounding Paula Jones lawsuit
Mike Isikoff had dropped hints that a "former White

House staffer" with the initial "M" was about to go public
with her story of sexual harassment at 1600
Pennsylvania. Just days later, gunmen entered the
Starbuck's while the crew was cleaning up after closing.
Mary's two associates, Aaron Goodrich, 18 and Emory
Evans, 25, were taken to a room and shot. Mary herself
had five bullets in her, from at least two different guns,
most likely with silencers. A total of ten shots were fired;
none of them heard by neighbors in the densely
populated Georgetown section.
Mary was shot in the chest, her face, and in the back of
the head. Someone wanted her very dead. Or to send a
message.
Even though more than $4000 remained in the store, the
police have categorized the triple murder as a robbery,
even as they acknowledge the "execution style" killings.
There was no sign of forced entry, which means that
either Mary of one of the employees let the killers in (at
least one hour after closing). That means that the killers
included at least one person known to the victims.
One report is that the Starbuck's was still locked when
the bodies were found the next morning. Robbers don't
bother locking doors.
George Stephenopolis, Monica Lewinsky, and Chelsea
Clinton were all regulars at the Starbuck's.
Carl Cooper, the man charged with the Starbuck's
murders on the basis of a confession has now recanted
that confession, claiming that it was obtained under
coercion (not unlike that of James Earl Ray).
A affidavit filed by NOAA's Sonya Stewart, confirms that
the Department of Commerce was selling trade mission
seats in exchange for campaign donations, and illegally
blocking FOIA requests. Named in the affidavit as the
White House staffer directly connected to this obstruction
was Doris Matsui. Doris's assigned intern during this
period was Mary Mahoney.
Christine M. Mirzayan
White House Intern
Died: August 1, 1998
On August 1, 1998, yet another young female
government intern with the initial "M", Christine M.
Mirzayan, was murdered, beaten to death with a heavy
object near Georgetown University.
Eventually, Mike Isikoff's "former White House staffer"
finally surfaced and its NOT Mary Mahoney, or Christine
M. Mirzayan, but Monica Lewinsky. If the killing of Mary
Mahoney and Christine M. Mirzayan was to silence a
"bimbo eruption", they got the wrong woman! (Just how
many of the interns was Clinton getting oral sex from
anyway??)

Florence Martin
Accountant subcontracting to CIA
Related to the Barry Seal case. Dead of three gunshot
wounds to the head. At the time of her death she had the
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account numbers and PIN for a bank account in the
Cayman's in the name of Barry Seal which held 1.4
million dollars. Immediately following her death, the
money was moved to someplace in the Virgin Islands.
Gordon Matteson
Clinton associate.
Died: May 15, 1997.
Shot in the head. Declared a suicide.

James McDougal
Crook
Died: March 8 1998
Jim McDougal was serving his 3-year sentence for bank
fraud at the Fort Worth Federal Medical Center in Texas,
a facility operated by the federal Bureau of Prisons for
inmates who need medical attention.
Just prior to another round of testimony before Kenneth
Starr's grand jury, and while the reporters who were
covering that story were two hours away covering a
standoff situation in Waco that just "went away", Jim
McDougal suffered a heart attack while in solitary
confinement. Left alone for too long, when Jim McDougal
was taken out of solitary, instead of attempting to
defibrillate his heart with equipment on hand at the
facility, he was driven over to John Peter Smith hospital.
Not the closest hospital to the Fort Worth Federal Medical
Center, John Peter Smith hospital is a welfare hospital,
where (in the words of one local) ,"They let interns
practice on deadbeats".
NEW! The Fort Worth Star-Telegram acquired the official
report of the McDougal death via a Freedom Of
Information Act request, and report that doctors ignored
McDougal's signs of imminent death.
Keith McKaskle
Witness to the Train Deaths
Died November 10, 1988
Keith had information on the Mena drug running and the
henry & Ives murders. Stabbed 113 times. He had told
his family someone was out to kill him and told them
"good bye".
Charles Meissner
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for International
Economic Policy.
Died: May 3, 1996
John Huang was placed on a Commerce Department
contract that allowed him to retain his security clearance
by Charles Meissner. Charles Meissner died on the plane
with Ron Brown.
James "Dewey" Milam
Witness to Mena drug operation and Henry/Ives
murders
Died: 1989
Milam was decapitated. Clinton's notorious state Medical
examiner, Fahmy Malak, initially ruled death due to an

ulcer, claiming that the victim's small dog had eaten the
head, which was later recovered from a trash bin several
blocks away.
Charles Wilbourne Miller
Involved with Clipper Chip
Died: January 12, 1999
Declared a suicide even though shot twice by two
different guns.
Ron Miller
Witness
Died: October 12, 1997
Ron Miller, investigated by authorities over the sale of his
company, Gage Corp. to Dynamic Energy Resources, Inc.
was the man who tape recorded Gene and Nora Lum and
turned those tapes (and other records) over to
congressional oversight investigators. The Lums were
sentenced to prison for campaign finance violations,
using "straw donors" to conceal the size of their
contributions to various candidates. Indeed, Dynamic
Energy Resources, Inc. had hired Ron Brown's son
Michael solely for the purpose of funneling $60,000
through him to the Commerce Secretary, according to
Nolanda Hill's testimony.
Reportedly a healthy man, Ron suddenly took ill on
October 3rd, and steadily worsened until his death 9
days later. (This pattern fits Ricin poisoning.) Owing to
the strangeness of the illness, doctors at the Integris
Baptist Medical Center referred the matter to the
Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office.
The Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office promptly
ran tests on samples of Ron Miller's blood, but has
refused to release the results or even to confirm that the
tests were ever completed.
Charles Wilbourne Miller
Vice President and Board Member for Alltel
Died: January 12, 1999.
Alltel was the computer company that wrote the White
House "Big Brother" computer system. Found shot to
death with two guns. Multiple shots had been fired.
Declared a suicide.
John Millis
Staff Director of the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence Committee
Died: June 4, 2000
Millis had just helped the HPSCI complete it's
"investigation" into alleged CIA cocaine smuggling which
predictably (given that Millis was himself a long time CIA
agent) concluded that the CIA was innocent of all
allegations of wrongdoing. Fairfax, Virginia police were
tipped off by an anonymous phone call claiming that "a
man" was threatening suicide in a motel room. Police
arrived to find Millis dead of a gunshot wound. As was
the case with Vincent Foster and Sandy Hume, the death
was immediately declared a suicide.
Neil Moody
Died August 25, 1996
Following Vincent Foster's murder, Lisa Foster married
James Moody, a judge in Arkansas, on Jan 1, 1996.
Near the time Susan McDougal first went to jail for
contempt, Judge Moody's son, Neil died in a car crash.
There were other reports that Neil Moody had discovered
something very unsettling among his stepmother's
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private papers and was threatening to go public with it
just prior to the beginning of the Democratic National
Convention. He was alleged to have been talking to Bob
Woodward of the Washington Post about a blockbuster
story. Witnesses said they saw Neil Moody sitting in his
car arguing with another person just prior to HIS CAR
SUDDENLY SPEEDING OFF OUT OF CONTROL AND
HITTING A BRICK WALL.
Tony Moser
Anti-Corruption Journalist.
Died: June 10, 2000
Tony Moser, a critic of the Arkansas Democratic Party
political machine, was killed as he crossed a street in
Pine Bluff 10 days after being named a columnist for the
Democrat-Gazette newspaper and two days after writing
an article which exposed the looting of programs
designed to obtain money from "Dead beat" parents to
then give to their children.

Click for full size image.
The police declared that no crime had been committed
since the anonymous driver of the 1995 Chevy Pickup
truck that struck and killed Moser was not intoxicated nor
was he speeding. In Arkansas, that apparently makes it
legal to run down a politically unpopular journalist.
Larry Nichols
Former official at ADFA and author of "The Clinton
Chronicles."
The man who broke many of the Clinton scandal stories.
Several attempts on his life.
Paul Olson
Federal witness in investigations to drug money
corruption in Chicago politics
Died: September 8, 1994
Paul had just finished 2 days of FBI interviews when his
plane ride home crashed, killing Paul and 130 others. The
Sept. 15, 1994 Tempe Tribune newspaper reported that
the FBI suspected that a bomb had brought down the
airplane.
Jerry Luther Parks
Head of Clinton's Gubernatorial security team in
Little Rock.
Died: September 26, 1993
Gunned down in his car at the intersection of Chenal
Parkway and Cantrell Road, near Little Rock. Parks was
shot through the rear window of his car. The assailant
then pulled around to the driver's side of Park's car and
shot him three more times with a 9mm pistol.
His family reported that shortly before his death,
unknown persons were following them, and their home
had been broken into (despite a top quality alarm
system). Parks had been compiling a dossier on Clinton's
illicit activities. The dossier was stolen.

When news of the discovery of Vincent Foster's body
came over the news, Parks is reported to have said, "I'm
a dead man." He had told his wife that Bill Clinton's
people were "cleaning house," and he was "next on the
list."
Dennis Patrick
Court clerk
Had millions of dollars laundered through his account at
Lassater & Co without his knowledge. Four attempts on
his life.
C. Victor Raiser II
National Finance Co-Chairman, Clinton for
President Campaign
Montgomery Raiser
Son of C. Victor Raiser II
Died: July 30, 1992
Both men died in a private plane crash in Alaska, one
day before a scheduled interview with John Hillyer. The
crash was blamed on the pilot, who survived. Five others
not connected to Clinton died in the crash. - DeeDee
Meyers described Raiser as a "major player" in the
Clinton organization. Victor raiser was also chairman of
Mobile Telecomm Technologies Corp., whose subsidiary,
SkyTel Corp. is an international paging company used by
federal police agencies such as the FBI.
Victor Raiser was a Washington lawyer and he was
counsel to the Washington law firm of Jones Day Reavis
& Pogue until 1991. At his death, he was the national
finance co-chairman of the Clinton for President
campaign. The campaign's press secretary, Dee Myers,
described him as a "major player" in the Clinton
organization. He and his wife had been friends of the
Clintons for ten years. He was the past national finance
chairman of the Democratic National Committee. He
served on the boards of the Democratic Business Council
and the Center for National Policy and the board of
advisers of the Democratic Leadership Council.
On May 29, 1993, President Clinton announced that he
had selected Raiser's widow, Molly Raiser, 50, former
Democratic co-chair of the Women's Campaign Fund, to
be his protocol chief and stated that he planned to
nominate her for confirmation as an ambassador.
Jeff Rhodes
Witness in the Train Deaths
Died: April 1989
Jeff had information on the deaths of Ives, Henry &
McKaskle. His burned body was found in a trash dump.
He died of a gunshot wound to the head and there was
some body mutilation, specifically that his hands and feet
had been partially sawn off, leading to the speculation
that he was tortured prior to being killed. The body was
then burned.
Maj. Gen. William Robertson
Deputy Commanding General, V Corps, Europe
Col William Densberger
V Corps Chief of Operations and Plans
Col. Robert Kelly
V Corps Chief of Intelligence
Spec. Gary Rhodes
Crew Chief
Died: February 23, 1993
All were killed when their Army UH-60 Blackhawk
helicopter crashed in Wiesbaden, Germany. No cause
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was ever determined. - V Corps figured prominently in
the US Bosnia-Serbia peacekeeping operations, along
with the carrier Roosevelt. These men, and 8 others
associated with Clinton's visit to the Roosevelt all died
within 4 months of each other.

reported missing by his family when he failed to return
from a hike. His body was found more than one and as
half miles off of the trail he was supposed to be on, at
the bottom of a river. No official cause of death has been
released.

Dr. Ronald Rogers
Dentist from Arkansas
Killed in plane crash as he was on his way to an interview
with a "London Sunday Telegraph" reporter to reveal
some Clinton dirt.
Charles Ruff
Clinton lawyer
Died: November 20, 2000

Charles Ruff was one of Clinton's attorneys during the
impeachment trial and was known to have inside
infomration on the White House emails scandal as well.
Original reports were that he died in an accident in his
home although no details were given. Then the report
changed to claim that he was found in his bedroom
unconscious, then declared dead on arrival at the
hospital. The authorities will provide no details other than
the usual (and quite premature) assurances that there
was no foul play involved.
Col. James Sabow
Died: 1991
Supposedly about to blow the whistle on drug running
activity taking place on the naval base where he was
stationed, Col. James Sabow was found by his wife in the
backyard of their home with his head blown off with a
shotgun. The Navy ruled it a suicide. In all, more than 40
deaths by individuals concerned with drug traffic on
military bases have been declared as suicides despite
evidence that murder was involved.

Walter Scheib
Clinton White House Chef.
Died: June 13, 2015
Walter Scheib was hired by the Clinton White House and
continued to serve the Bush administration. He was

Barry Seal
CIA drug pilot
Died: February 19, 1986
Now known to have been a gun and drug smuggler for
the CIA, operating out of the Mena airport, Barry Seal
had reportedly kept in contact with Bill Clinton's head of
security at the governor's mansion, Raymond "Buddy"
Young, the ex rodeo clown who is now the number 2 man
at FEMA.
Following his fall from CIA grace, Barry was sentenced to
live at a Salvation Army Housing Complex by a judge
who also prohibited Barry Seal to either have any guns
or to employ any bodyguards. Corruption doesn't become
any more obvious than this. Barry was gunned down with
machine gun fire in the parking lot of the Salvation Army
Housing Complex.
In violation of the court order, Barry had hired
bodyguards who worked a rotation schedule. But the
bodyguard who was to be there when Barry was killed
never showed up. That bodyguard, according to video
producer Daniel Hopsicker, was a former associate
(meaning drug pilot) of Barry's named William "Bear"
Bottoms. Bottoms prowled the internet insisting that
there never was any drug running operation at Mena,
Arkansas.
Robert Bates
Barry Seal's aircraft mechanic at Mena
Died: March 29th, 1995
Robert Bates supposedly died of an "overdose of
mouthwash". Regarded by local authorities as an obvious
homicide.
Bill Shelton
Arkansas state trooper and fiancée of Kathy
Ferguson
Died: June 1994
Allegedly committed suicide by shooting himself at the
grave site of his fiancée - Officer Shelton was the fiancée
of Kathy Ferguson, who was the ex-wife of Trooper
Danny Ferguson. Kathy Ferguson also supposedly
committed "suicide" June 1994 when she shot herself in
her living room. Oddly, next to the body were her packed
bags, as if she was expecting to be going somewhere.
Danny Ferguson was a co-defendant along with Bill
Clinton in Paula Corbin Jones's sexual harassment suit.
Kathy Ferguson was reported as a corroborating witness
for Ms. Jones.
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Webb, a Pullitzer prize winning journalist, exposed CIA
drug trafficking operations in a series of books and
reports for the San Jose Mercury News. He was found
dead on Friday morning in what the police said was an
apparent suicide. Webb had been shot in the head
TWICE!

Paul Tully,
Democratic National Committee Political Director
Died: September 24, 1992
Found dead in a hotel room in Little Rock Arkansas of
"unknown causes." No autopsy allowed. - Described by
Clinton as a "dear friend and trusted advisor. Tully
authored several key strategies for Clinton and the party.
Paul Tully, 48, Democratic National Committee political
director and architect of a strategy to make the party
competitive again in presidential elections, was found
dead in his hotel room on September 24, 1992, in Little
Rock, Arkansas of unknown causes. Authorities
speculated his death was from a heart attack or stroke.
In a press release, then-presidential candidate Clinton
called Mr. Tully "a dear friend and trusted adviser." He
said he was "deeply saddened by the loss." Tully devised
a strategy of targeting states based on their value in the
Electoral College, and coordinating the presidential
campaign with state and congressional races.

Maynard Webb
Mena airport witness
Maynard Webb had stumbled on several aircraft whose
tail numbers were being changed on a regular basis. Was
about to go public when he walked headfirst into a
spinning propeller.
Russel Welch
Infected with military grade anthrax.
Alan G. Whicher
Oversaw Clinton's Secret Service detail.
Died: April 19, 1995
In October 1994 Whicher was transferred to the Secret
Service field office in the Murrah Building in Oklahoma
City. Whatever warning was given to the BATF agents in
that building did not reach Alan Whicher, whom died in
the bomb blast.

Jon Parnell Walker
RTC investigator
Died: August 15, 1993
Mysteriously fell to his death from an apartment balcony.
He was investigating the Morgan Guaranty scandal. The
same apartment which was alleged to have been a secret
getaway which Vince Foster may have visited.
Calvin Walraven
Drug witness
24 year old Walraven was a key witness in Jocelyn
Elder's son's drug case. Ten days after Elder's son was
convicted of trafficking in cocaine, Walraven was found
dead in his apartment with a gunshot blast to the head.
Tim Hover, a Little Rock police spokesman said no foul
play was suspected.

Gary Webb
Journalist
Died: December 10, 2004

�
Paul Wilcher
Washington attorney investigating gun running out
of Mena, Arkansas.
Died: June 22, 1993
Found dead on a toilet in his Washington apartment. No
cause of death was ever reported by the coroner. At the
time of his death, he was investigating connections
between the "October surprise" during the 1980 federal
election campaign and drug and gunrunning out of Mena,
Arkansas, as well as the BATF assault on the Waco,
Texas Branch Davidians. Was planning on producing a
television documentary on his findings. He had delivered
a 105-page affidavit to Janet Reno detailing the evidence
he had collected regarding the drug operation at Mena,
just three weeks before his death.
Ed Willey
Real Estate Attorney, Clinton Fund Raiser
Died: November 30, 1993
Died of a shotgun blast to the head. Body found in deep
woods in Virginia. Ruled a suicide, no note was found.
Died on the same day his wife was sexually assaulted in
the White House by Bill Clinton. - Intimately involved in
several Clinton fund raising events.
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Gareth Williams
MI6 Agent
Died: August 16. 2010
Gareth Williams, an MI6 spy who wored on both sides of
the Atlantic, engaged in some unauthorized hacking by
breaking into Bill Clinton's database of friends and
connections, ostensibly to give to a friend in the media.
This breach caused a diplomatic nightmare for MI6's new
director, Sir John Sawers.
Gareth was found naked, padlocked into a sports bag, in
his own bathtub. No fingerprints, palm-prints footprints
or traces of William's DNA were found at the scene. The
key to the padlock was inside the bag, underneath his
body.

John Augustus Wilson
Former Washington DC Council member
Died: May 18, 1993
Wilson claimed to have info on Whitewater, a political
controversy that began with the real estate dealings of
Bill and Hillary Clinton and their associates, Jim and
Susan McDougal in the Whitewater Development
Corporation, a failed business venture in the 1970s and
1980s, and was willing to talk. Found hanged. Declared a
suicide.
Jim Wilhite
Vice Chairman, Arkla, Inc.
Died: December 21, 1992
Died in a one-person skiing accident. - Wilhite had
extensive ties with Clinton and Mack McLarty, with whom
he visited by telephone just hours before his death.
Theodore Williams, Jr.
Bettie Currie's brother.
Died: December 16, 1997
A passing car hit the brother of Presidential Secretary
Betty Currie after his own car had somehow run off the
road. Bill Clinton called Monica Lewinsky at 2:00 AM the
next morning to tell her of the death and alert Monica
that her named appeared on the Paula Jones witness list.
Betty's brother had also been beaten shortly before Betty
testified in a previous matter.

As usual, declared a suicide! The sheer absurdity of this
claim provoked a public uproar, and the promoters of the
suicide theory even went so far as to try to demonstrate
how Williams could have inserted himself into the bag!

But even this charade failed
police were finally forced
murder, even to the point
suspects in the crime ... who

to convince anyone and the
to acknowledge William's
of admitting they had two
were never arrested.

Steve Willis
Robert Williams
Conway LeBleu
Todd McKeehan
Clinton bodyguards
Died: February 28, 1993
"executed" by gunfire in the Waco, Texas assault on the
Branch Davidians. - All four were examined by a "private
doctor" and died from nearly identical wounds to the left
temple, so-called execution style. According to Linda
Thompson, videotapes and other evidence indicates that
none died from guns fired by Branch Davidians. In
his address to employees of the Treasury Department in
the Cash Room on March 18, 1993, Clinton said: "My
prayers and I'm sure yours are still with the families of
all four of the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents who
were killed in WACO -- Todd McKeehan and Conway Le
Bleu of New Orleans; Steve Willis of Houston, and Robert
Williams from my hometown of Little Rock. Three of
those four were assigned to my security during the
course of the primary or general election." However, the
Little Rock, Arkansas office of the ATF confirmed that all
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four had at one point been bodyguards for Bill Clinton,
three while he was campaigning for President, and while
he had been governor of Arkansas. In the videotape by
the American Justice Federation, "WACO II, the Big Lie
Continues," Linda Thompson demonstrates that 15 shots
were fired from six separate weapons into and out of a
room into which three of the four agents had entered
through a window. Four of these shots were fired from an
overhead helicopter, an agent outside the window, firing
an MP5 submachine gun, who also threw in a concussion
grenade, fired at least two shots into the room. In the
autopsies of these agents, three had virtually identical
wounds to the left temple that exited through the rear of
the head, execution-style. A "private physician" treated
all four.

needed a book of poetry in order to complete his
inauguration speech.

Barbara Wise
Commerce Department Staffer
Died: November 29, 1996
As the scandals continued to swirl around the John
Huang, one of Huang's associates, Barbara Wise, was
found dead in her locked office on the fourth floor of the
Department of Commerce, partially nude (by one report
completely nude) and covered with bruises. No cause of
death has ever been announced even though an autopsy
was conducted (prior to next of kin being notified). Calls
to the D.C. autopsist, Dr. Jaardemal have gotten an
assurance that the bruises were not from being beaten
but nothing else. Despite claims of ongoing illness, no
record of a hospital visit in the months leading up to her
death has surfaced. Oddly enough, following the
discovery of her body, Bill Clinton made an unscheduled
return to the White House from Camp David, claiming he

Terrance Yeakey.
First police officer to arrive at the Murrah Building
following the OK City bombing
Died: April 19, 1996
Terrance Yeakey had collected together a vast amount of
hard data on the bombing of the Murrah building.
Terrance Yeakey's patrol car was found abandoned along
a dirt road, the front seat covered with blood. Officer
Yeakey himself was found a short distance away, with
cut wounds on both arms and his throat, plus a gunshot
through the head. No gun was ever found, and the death
was declared a suicide. His material on the OK City
bombing was never found following his death. His life
had been threatened.

Richard Winters
Suspect in the deaths of Ives & Henry
Died: July 1989
Winters offered to cooperate. He was killed by a shotgun
blast to the face during a "robbery" which was
subsequently proven to be a setup.
Dan Harmon, the Prosecutor who Winters reportedly
made the offer to, was implicated in the Kevin/Ives
deaths and was jailed for running his office as a criminal
enterprise to extort narcotics and cash, proof that
elements of Arkansas law enforcement were corrupted by
drugs during Bill Clinton's tenure as governor.

http://whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITI
CS/BODIES.php#axzz45nbNhhG6
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Slaying the Dragon of Usury
Kalki Weisthor April 13, 2016

Can Economics save Society? My answer to that question, for
years, has been, and still should be, No. I have maintained that
our modern world’s insistence that economics and the class
that controls it, is the most important thing, the expression of a
society’s value as a society, is wrong, and a sure sign of
degeneration. But I am coming to see that the path to fixing the
problem, to restoring the functions above that of the merchant
class, to again let leaders lead and let sellers sell, is indeed
economic. That is, the destructive force of interest capitalism
which is now at the root of the Western economies, and hence
the world economies, is not undeniable or ineradicable, and its
elimination may be the last remaining hope of saving us, as we
are on the brink of collapse. Whether it is too late is another
question, as is whether we would be able to resist the massive
forces which would be, will be, and are marshalled on a regular
basis in its defence. But before we address those seeming
insurmountable problems, we need to address the basic issue.
First to clarify why I have taken issue, in the past, with
addressing this problem head on. From the nineteenth century

on, or at least since the fall of the empires that had ruled the
world and were fading, the main forces that appear on the world
stage are economic. Specifically, Communism vs Capitalism.
Both seek to rule the world through money, and assert that how
we handle money and the economy is the most important thing.
This asserts and maintains the primary nature of the merchant
class – the Vaisyas, in the Hindu scheme of things – above the
Priest Kings, the Brahmins, and the Warriors, the Ksatriyas.
These three functions are first and best expressed perhaps by
Georges Dumezil, but in fact appear in all traditional analyses of
society – for our own, review the Lay of Rig. You can argue, with
Guenon vs. Evola, as to the proper ordering of the Priest vs.
Warrior classes, but I think any traditionalist thinker would tell
you that the third class, the merchant class, the “middle class”
in our modern (twentieth-century, I mean) thinking, should not
dominate, and where it does, there inevitably follows
materialism and decadence.
Not to belabor the matter here, but for those unfamiliar with the
teaching of the three functions, those in society who do not fit
into the above three categories are Sudras – unskilled laborers;
and below them, those who have no function in society
whatsoever and are its outlyers, outlaws and dependents. A
Traditionalist looking at the decay of the modern world will tell
you that we have fallen from a period where either the Priests or
Warriors ruled society, to one where the merchants rule.
Looking at world Communism on the horizon from the viewpoint
of the twentieth century, it appeared that a fourth stage of
collapse loomed – the domination of the Sudra, which leads
inevitably to total collapse, and out of anarchy, totalitarianism.
From my present viewpoint, there are alternatives to this
theory, but that’s not really the subject here.
Before the modern era, Kings ruled. In the modern era,
merchants took over, destroyed the empires of the Kings, and
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ruled through the market. Capitalism vs Communism is an
argument between merchants and the State over who controls
the money, seemingly. But in truth, in Communism as manifest,
it has always been the ones who were merchants who emerge
from beneath to rule the State, so nothing changes. Look at
modern America. Republicans – naked advocates of Daddy
Warbucks – vs. Democrats, Socialists since the time of
Roosevelt, proponents of economic and cultural Marxism who
champion the overthrow of the State by the former
untouchables, who are more easily controlled by the same
money interests as support the Republicans. It has seemed to
me that the only answer is the re-ascendance of the Priest or
Warrior classes, or no matter who holds power, by the primacy
of the moral, spiritual and welfare of the actual Folk of a nation
rather than the interest of those who suck its blood by exploiting
it financially. I have thus held no hope in any economic solution
to o7ur current crises of existence, and have morosely
contemplated the collapse of the entire system as the only way
to clear the ground for something new to arise, which would not
be based on money and the greedy enrichment of the few, but
on the welfare and positive identity of the people as a whole.
It now appears to me that one simple thing, which would change
everything, could still seize the ship of State, whose holds are
already rapidly filling with ocean water, and set it upright, so
that we may pump the bilges and resume sailing, albeit with a
lot of work to do. That thing would be abolition of usury, the
elimination of interest capital, and the exile of its practitioners.
This would mean the elimination of the private Central Banks
and of an economy based on debt. It would mean the instant
elimination and refutation of the so-called National Debt, instant
freedom from interest slavery for millions, and the reform of
social welfare programs from siphons of wealth and
institutionalized promotions of the least productive elements of
society over the most productive, to fonts of economic value
produced by labor. For in the new society, all Capital would
come from labor. Sounds like Marx, right? But Marx did not
mean what he said, for he refused to eliminate interest. And
Marx wrote only a smokescreen, a fake socialism, for he wrote
not out of any interest in the benefit of society, but out of hate
and for the sole purpose of promoting social revolution. Marx
wrote to overturn society so that its lower elements would
replace those who gave it strength and existence. Marxism is
not true socialism, and to spread the knowledge and
understanding of this difference must be the first task of anyone
desiring to fix the current sad state of society by addressing its
economics.
Obviously the task is not simple, and anyone who contemplates
it is best cautioned to observe the fate of anyone who has tried
in the modern era to replace the private Central Banks with
National ones. View the struggles of Andrew Jackson, if you like,
but most especially look at National Socialist Germany beginning
in 1933, and look at the fates of the countries who have tried it
in modern times. Look at Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya. All have
been overthrown by the military might of countries that are
owned and run by the Central Banks. What remains? Cuba,
North Korea, Syria? The intention of the World Power toward
Syria could not be more obvious; it appears that Cuba is to be
co-opted, and who really knows what goes on in North Korea?
For worse, or for better?
And when I say Marxism is not true Socialism, I may be
throwing you a red herring, for defining a constructive Socialism
would seem to be the least of our worries. We see that
Communism has failed and always will fail, so that the tired old
Marxist line does not appeal to many; the follower of Bernie
Sanders are mostly very young. And what currently passes for
Socialism in the guise of Marxism is in the hands of the same
World Power as governs Capitalism, so that the two only
pretend to quarrel over the World. Just as the Democrat and
Republicans, the left and right hands of the Beast in America,
only pretend to quarrel and have in the last few months shown
that they will unite in the face of any real threat to their
hegemony. Capitalism and Communism united in the 1930’s to
face the only real threat to their world dominance when it arose

in Germany. The true story of World War II is not found in the
lies of the pseudo-history written by the victors, the cheaters,
the world destroyers. World War II was not a war in Europe, it
was a war on Europe, instituted by World Banking Power from
its headquarters in the US and in coordination with its satellite
offices in London and Moscow. This is not the place for the true
story; but I strongly recommend this book for its uniquely
insightful views on the strength of the German economy and
why it had to be destroyed.
It would be more relevant to recommend the works of Gottfried
Feder, the German economist whose discernment of the
problem of usury or interest capital, as opposed to labor capital,
goes to the heart of the problem. Marx was correct insofar as his
analysis that the source of all economic value is labor; it was his
narrow definition of labor, as he was blinded by his hatred of the
managerial classes, as well as his lack of insight, or more likely
willingness to see the problem of interest, which led him to
concoct a puerile economic system based on idealism and
hatred. Because I think for Marx economics was always
secondary, a means to an end; his real goal was class warfare
and continual social revolution, and his economics merely the
carrier for his real disease. Feder and his brother economists, on
the other hand – and I am no thorough educator on economics
and economists – gave us a system that is proven to work, as it
worked in Germany between 1933 and 1939, a miracle of
economics. Until the World Power was so threatened that it
made use of all the resources of the World to destroy the last
defenders of Europe and manifest their own power absolutely.
We face today the end of the old system, which trundles down
the hill toward its own inevitable destruction. For the purveyors
of the usury economy have nothing positive to contribute, and in
destroying the world that others, not so stricken by their
disease, have built in centuries past, they destroy themselves
and their interest capital along with it. So it is in the ashes when
we rebuild – or when our descendants rebuild, for it is a thing
which may take generations, depending on the degree of the
collapse and destruction – it is necessary that we build a society
without the intrinsic bondage of interest capital. This will keep
the demons out, I believe.
I reflect that the arise of the Jewish banking system, for that is
in its essence what it is, lay in our modern world, in the banning
of interest usury by the early Christians, and their allocation of
this function to the Jews, which led them to amass the wealth
that arose time and time again, and persists to this day. The
percentage of Shabbos Goy who work within their structure
proves the rule. And I wonder what was the source of that ban.
Was it some inherent distrust or suspicion in the blood of the
European Christians, as opposed to the Semites? I do not think
it was this simple, for I suspect we will find if the genetics are all
sorted out that the lines are not drawn so clearly. Or was it
some seed planted in Christianity itself by its concoctors? For
Christianity was never more than a virus designed to eat Europe
and destroy it, to deliver it into the hands of its devisers, which
are not the simple Jews, but the powers behind the disease.
I fear that in the limited length that I am willing to allocate to
this article, I draw with too broad a brush, and leave both the
support for my arguments and their implications, as well as their
historical context, to future writings and to the reader’s own
investigation. And I am no master economist, but rather I see it
as my job to lay bare the essence of the problem. Even today’s
modern world, I believe, could be “saved” by rooting out and
destroying the demon at its core, which is usury. But that would
be to rip out the spine of this modern society, and I do believe
that it would kill the organism. It is dying anyway. And it may
be that the best thing for the planet, and for humans, if they are
fated to survive as a species the death of the collective
Frankenstein that they have become, and to arise in a new form
to slay the dragon of the eusocial species that man becomes
without his divine blood and heart. Let that horrid beast die as
soon as possible. But someone must pass a warning to the sons
of man, that they might rebuild a better world; and if it is to a
different species that I must speak, then my speech fails.
http://www.renegadetribune.com/slaying-dragon-usury/
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In first, Ukraine appoints Jewish prime minister
Vlodymir Groysman, 38, tapped by coalition to lead country out of economic,
civil hardship; is youngest person to hold post
By JTA and AFP April 14, 2016, 10:53 am Updated: April 14, 2016, 12:03 pm 2
Groysman’s nomination Monday followed the resignation
a day earlier of Yatsenyuk over his seeming failure to
fight corruption and implement economic restructuring
measures.
“I understand that we are in extremely difficult condition,
that the government has a huge responsibility and the
challenges it faces are simply enormous,” Groysman said
Wednesday of Ukraine’s $17 billion debt to the
International Monetary Fund, a financial crisis that has
halved the national currency’s value against the dollar
and the conflict with Russia. “I also know that with
Ukrainian citizens’ support, we’ll strive to end the crisis.”
Horowitz is among those who believe Groysman will
succeed where others have failed. The rabbi points to
Like many Ukrainian mayors, Vlodymir Groysman
Groysman’s record as mayor in his native Vinnytsia.
used to visit his local synagogue on Rosh Hashanah
“He’s a man of action who doesn’t talk too much but gets
and Hanukkah.
a lot done,” Horowitz said.
But unlike most of them, Groysman, the former mayor of
Vinnytsia, did not visit the synagogue as a political
gesture. He was going in his private capacity as a
member of his central Ukraine city’s Jewish community.
Ukraine’s
parliament
Thursday
confirmed
the
appointment of Groysman as premier in a bid to end
months of political gridlock and unlock vital aid to the
war torn-state.
Lawmakers voted by 257 to 50 to approve the
resignation of Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk —
condemned by President Petro Poroshenko for losing the
public’s trust — and select Groysman in the first cabinet
overhaul since Ukraine’s 2014 pro-EU revolt. He is the
first openly Jewish person to hold the country’s second
highest post and, at 38, the youngest person to have the
job.
Groysman’s Jewishness is not very unusual, even for a
mayor and senior politician in Ukraine, where 360,000
people of Jewish parentage live. But his openness about
it was not customary in a country where anti-Semitism
and decades of Communist repression once made it
undesirable for politicians to be seen as too Jewish, said
the local rabbi, Shaul Horowitz.
Last year, his reputation as an honest and effective
administrator earned Groysman the title of speaker of
the Ukrainian parliament.
Josef Zissels, a leader of the Vaad organization of
Ukrainian Jews, pointed to Groysman’s ascent in politics
as proof of the absence of serious anti-Semitism in
Ukraine. Russia regularly points to the country’s alleged
anti-Semitism to justify its conflict with Ukraine,
including the annexation of Crimea.
“Clearly, Groysman’s nomination shows the opposite,”
Zissels said of the claims.

Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk.
(screen capture: YouTube/BBC News)

Volodymyr Groysman takes part in a parliament
session in Kiev, on April 13, 2016. AFP / GENYA
SAVILOV)
When Groysman, a lawyer with a background in
business, became mayor in 2006 – at 28 he was the
country’s youngest mayor ever — “the place looked like a
Third World city,” Horowitz recalled.
“The roads were [in] disrepair, there were no street
lights, fires broke out regularly,” he said.
But today, Vinnytsia, a sprawling city of 370,000, has a
reliable tram system, one of Ukraine’s best-functioning
train stations, street lights everywhere and three new
hospitals.
‘He’s a man of action who doesn’t talk too much but gets
a lot done’
Using international connections and attracting oligarchs
to set up shop in the city, Groysman nearly doubled its
budget from 500 million hryvna in 2007 (approximately
$100 million) to nearly 1 billion hryvna in 2010.
“If Groysman does for Ukraine what he did for Vinnytsia,
then he will have done something truly great for this
nation,” said Koen Carlier, a Belgian national who lives in
Vinnytsia, where he heads the operations of the local
Christians for Israel group.
Endeavoring to jump-start his city’s economy, Groysman
has made use of his ties in Israel. He has family in the
city of Ashdod, which his 69-year-old father, Boris, visits
regularly. In 2012, Groysman welcomed Israeli Foreign
Minister Avigdor Liberman to Vinnytsia for the opening of
a state-of-the-art medical diagnostic center that Israel
built there.
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That project demonstrated Groysman’s knack for using
his broad network to meet the needs of his constituents
and partners, according to one Ukrainian official who
spoke to JTA under condition of anonymity because he is
not allowed to speak to the media.
“With fears of growing international isolation, Israel was
anxious to demonstrate that it has allies,” the official
said. “Groysman knew this, and he also knew it was a
country where politicians are accessible and act fast. So
he worked out a symbiosis to benefit his own city.”

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu speaks during
a special plenary session held in honor of visiting
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko (R) at the
Knesset, Jerusalem, on December 23, 2015.
(Flash90/Hadas Parush)
Groysman’s recent rise in Ukrainian politics owes a great
deal not only to what but who he knew – especially
Poroshenko, with whom he had had a close relationship

long before Poroshenko became president. In 2012,
Poroshenko, an oligarch who made his fortune from
chocolates, opened Ukraine’s largest confectionery
factory in Vinnytsia, adding thousands of jobs.
Poroshenko, who became president in 2014, also was a
partner in the construction of the Israeli diagnostic
center.
Poroshenko asked Groysman to become speaker of the
parliament shortly after assuming power following a
revolution that ended with the ousting of his
predecessor, Viktor Yanukovych. That bloody insurrection
began amid claims that Yanukovych was a corrupt
Kremlin stooge.
In interviews with the Ukrainian media, Groysman spoke
of his grandfather Isaac’s survival during the Holocaust,
when he pretended to be dead after being dropped by
Nazis into a mass grave.
On January 27, International Holocaust Memorial Day,
when Groysman was the chairman of the Verkhovna
Rada, the parliament, he asked other lawmakers to stand
for a minute’s silence in honor of the victims of the
Jewish genocide. It was the first time such a gesture took
place in parliament.
“Unlike many who either try to hide their Judaism or just
not talk about it, Groysman is a warm and open Jew
because he’s part of a new generation in a new country,”
Horowitz said.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/will-this-jewishwunderkind-be-ukraines-next-pm/

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------French BDS activists convicted of Holocaust denial
By Shoshana Miskin, 4/10/2016

Two Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) activists were
convicted by a Montpellier court for incitement and Holocaust
denial and fined 3,000 euros ($3,400), according to the French
news site Libération.
Saadia Ben Fakha, 26, and Husein Abu-Zaid, 58, will also have
to pay each of the civil parties that joined the case against them
a symbolic one euro in damages: League of Human Rights
(LDH), International League against Racism and Anti-Semitism
(LICRA), France-Israel Association, Movement against Racism
(MRAP), Lawyers without Borders, and the anti-Semitism
watchdog BNVCA.
In August 2014 the members of BDS France 34, the local branch
in Hérault, posted on social media an image comparing the IDF
to Nazi Germany along with a caption saying "The Nazis and
Zionists are two sides of the same coin," and that "What Hitler
did to the Jews was done so that the world will sympathize with
them and give them all the rights." LDH, which often

participates in BDS activities, discovered the Holocaust-denial
post and requested that it be removed. It was only when LDH
turned to the police that BDS condemned the post and denied
any responsibility. Holocaust denial has been illegal in France
sine the 1990 Gayssot Act.
The two accused claimed that they accidentally clicked and
shared the post without ever reading or seeing the image. BDS
34 supported its two activists and denied they were antiSemitic, and even held a rally in their support.
However, LDH discovered that Ben Fakha also posted pictures of
IDF soldiers along with inappropriate comments, and photos of
herself making a reverse Nazi salute.
BDS then condemned LDH because they exposed the issue, and
allowed “Zionist” groups (i.e French racism and anti-Semitism
watchdogs groups) to join as plaintiffs.
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/2
10629

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IMF Calls For Negative Interest Rates - Something Just Snapped In Saudi Money Markets

volatility and banks suffering more death blows.
However, something happened in Saudi Arabia’s banking
system that was largely uncovered by anyone in the
mainstream… overnight deposit rates exploded to their
highest since the financial crisis in 2009…
CONTINUE READING

YAHOO FINANCE – Away from the headlines
about The Panama Papers, global financial markets
turmoiled quietly this week with a surge in equity and FX
_____________________________________________________________________

>>The Americans are used to fighting wars – next year they’ll fight a war against sunshine!<<
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Russian President Vladimire Putin shows German skills, unexpectedly steps in as translator at forum
Published on Apr 8, 2016
The Russian president has surprised the audience at a forum in St. Petersburg, by allowing his German language skills
to shine. He stepped in as translator for the former West German Defense Secretary Willy Wimmer.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPOT9ZVW0hg

__________________________________________________________________________________

The Myth Of German Culpability – The 2nd World War
The True Sequence Of Aggression

By Michael Walsh, 10-4-8
One of the great mysteries of life is that despite the evidence to
the contrary millions of otherwise intelligent people still believe
that Germany was the all powerful aggressor during the
2nd World War. Nothing better than these myths illustrate the
mind-bending power of propaganda.
The provable facts suggest that Germany was the victim and not
the perpetrator of naked neighboring aggression. The
subsequent allied military triumph was followed by the triumph
of the propagandists whose pressing need was to depict the
victor nations as being the victim.
THE BRUTISH EMPIRE
"Germany is too strong. We must destroy her."
- Winston Churchill, Nov. 1936.
"In no country has the historical blackout been more intense and
effective than in Great Britain. Here it has been ingeniously
christened The Iron Curtain of Discreet Silence. Virtually nothing
has been written to reveal the truth about British responsibility
for the Second World War and its disastrous results." - Harry
Elmer Barnes. American Historian

"The war was not just a matter of the elimination of Fascism in
Germany, but rather of obtaining German sales markets." Winston Churchill. March, 1946.
"Britain was taking advantage of the situation to go to war
against Germany because the Reich had become too strong and
had upset the European balance." - Ralph F. Keeling, Institute of
American Economics
"I emphasized that the defeat of Germany and Japan and their
elimination from world trade would give Britain a tremendous
opportunity to swell her foreign commerce in both volume and
profit." - Samuel Untermeyer, The Public Years, p.347.
On September 2nd 1939 a delegate of the Labour Party met
with the British Foreign Minister Halifax in the lobby of
Parliament. 'Do you still have hope?'he asked. 'If you mean
hope for war,' answered Halifax, 'then your hope will be fulfilled
tomorrow. 'God be thanked!' replied the representative of the
British Labour Party. - Professor Michael Freund.
"In Britain, Lord Halifax was reported as being 'redeemed'. He
ordered beer. We laughed and joked." - H. Roth. Are We Being
Lied To?
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"In April, 1939, (four months before the outbreak of war)
Ambassador William C. Bullitt, whom I had known for twenty
years, called me to the American Embassy in Paris. The
American Ambassador told me that war had been decided upon.
He did not say, nor did I ask, by whom. He let me infer it. ...
When I said that in the end Germany would be driven into the
arms of Soviet Russia and Bolshevism, the Ambassador replied:
"'what of it? There will not be enough Germans left when the
war is over to be worth bolshevising." - - Karl von Wiegand,
April, 23rd, 1944, Chicago Herald American
"I felt sorry for the German people. We were planning - and we
had the force to carry out our plans - to obliterate a once mighty
nation." - Admiral Daniel Leahy; U.S Ambassador
MYTH 1. THE GERMAN NATION IS AN AGGRESSIVE
NATION
The facts prove otherwise. A Study of War by Prof. Quincy
Wright, shows that in the period from 1480 to 1940 there were
278 wars involving European countries whose percentage
participation was as follows:
ENGLAND28%
FRANCE26%
SPAIN23%
RUSSIA22%
AUSTRIA19%
TURKEY15%
POLAND11%
SWEDEN9%
ITALY9%
NETHERLANDS8%
GERMANY (INCLUDING PRUSSIA)8%
DENMARK7%
Likewise, Pitirim Sorokin, Vol.111, Part.11, Social and Cultural
Dynamics, shows that from the 12th Century to 1925 the
percentage of years in which leading European powers have
been at war is as follows. (p.352).
COUNTRY PERCENTAGE OF YEARS AT WAR
SPAIN67%
POLAND58%
ENGLAND56%
FRANCE50%
RUSSIA46%
HOLLAND44%
ITALY36%
GERMANY28%
Sorokin concludes therefore, "that Germany has had the
smallest and Spain the largest percent of years at war." Of
leading modern European states, England, France and Russia
show clearly twice the aggressive tendencies of Germany.
From the years 1815 to 1907 the record stands as follows:
BRITAIN 10 wars; RUSSIA 7 wars; FRANCE 5 wars;
AUSTRIA 3 wars; PRUSSIA-GERMANY 3 wars;
GERMANY DID NOT WANT WAR
"I believe now that Hitler and the German people did not want
war. But we declared war on Germany, intent on destroying it,
in accordance with our principle of balance of power, and we
were encouraged by the 'Americans' around Roosevelt. We
ignored Hitler's pleadings not to enter into war. Now we are
forced to realize that Hitler was right." - Attorney General, Sir.
Hartley Shawcross, March,16th, 1984
"The last thing Hitler wanted was to produce another great
war." - Sir. Basil Liddell Hart
"I see no reason why this war must go on. I am grieved to think
of the sacrifices which it will claim. I would like to avert them." Adolf Hitler, July, 1940.

Winston Churchill agrees: "We entered the war of our own free
will, without ourselves being directly assaulted." - Guild Hall
Speech, July 1943.
MYTH.2 THE GERMAN ARMED FORCES OUTNUMBERED
THEIR NEIGHBOURS
POLAND
30 Active Divisions
10 Reserve Divisions
12 Large Cavalry Brigades
Poland had nearly 2,500,000 trained men available for
mobilisations.
FRANCE
110 Divisions
65 were active divisions
Including 5 cavalry divisions, two mechanised divisions, one
armoured division, the rest being infantry. On the German
borders stood the French commandstood 85 Divisions and could
mobilise 5,000,000-armed troops. These were supported backed
by five British divisions.
BRITAIN
Britain's relatively small but high quality Regular Army was
supported by the Territorial Army consisting of 26 Divisions with
plans well in hand to boost this to 55 divisions. This of course
was in turn supported by the then world's largest conscription
army holding an empire 'upon which the sun never set.'
The British Empire consisted also of the former German 'empire'
of New Guinea, Nauru, Western Samoa, South West Africa,
Quattar, Palestine, Transjordan, Tanganyika, Iraq, Togoland and
the Cameroons. These territories stolen from Germany added
another 1,061,755 square miles to the British Empire, the
equivalent of 35 Scotlands
GERMANY
Against these formidable forces Germany was able to mobilise
just ninety-eight divisions of which only fifty-two were active
(including Austrian divisions). Of the remaining 46 divisions only
10 were fit for action on mobilisation and even in these the bulk
of them were raw recruits who had been serving for less than
one month.
The other 36 divisions consisted mainly of Great War veterans
over the age of forty who were unfamiliar with modern weapons
and up to date military techniques.
THE BALANCE SHEET
On the balance sheets it can be seen that the Poles and French
alone, not counting Britain and its Empire, had the equivalent of
130 divisions against a total of 98 German divisions of with
1/3rd were virtually untrained men.
In terms of trained soldiers the Germans were at an even bigger
disadvantage. (Note at the outbreak of war over 50% of the
German armed forces was horse drawn).
WAR IN THE AIR
"The superiority of the Luftwaffe has been greatly exaggerated
to create the impression that Britain was the underdog; a David
fighting Goliath. In the run up to the Battle of Britain (August
10th 194) the Luftwaffe had 929 fighters available; mostly
single-engine Messerschmitt 109s. Of these 227 were twinengine long-range Me110s which had a top speed of 350mph.
Although it had a faster rate of climb it was inferior when
turning or manoeuvring.
The ME109's range restricted its field of operation. Their real
fields of operation out and back was a little over 100 miles, a
flight time of barely 95 minutes and a tactical flight time of just
75 minutes. This was a sever handicap when it is considered
that whereas the Luftwaffe pilots were operating scores of miles
from their base, British pilots were often within sight of their
own. This handicap was made more critical by the fact that
downed RAF pilots could be rescued whilst Luftwaffe pilots were
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of course if they were lucky imprisoned. The twin-engine ME110
was a slow flyer able to cruise at a little less than 300mph and
was easily outpaced by the RAF's Spitfires. It was also 'sluggish
in acceleration and difficult to manoeuvre.'
The greatest handicap for the Germans however was there
primitive radio equipment. Unlike the British versions it was
poor in air-to-air operation and could not be controlled by the
ground. On the British side a total surpassing 650 fighter aircraft
had been amassed by mid-July, mostly Hurricanes and Spitfires
although including nearly 100 of the older types. During that
whole year Britain produced 4,238 fighters compared with a
derisory 3,000 manufactured by Germany.
In terms of armaments the noted British military historian, B.H
Liddell Hart noted: "What is quite clear, and became evident at
the start, was that the German bombers were too poorly armed
to be able to beat off the British fighters without a fighter escort
of their own." History of the Second World War.
GERMANY AND OTHER FREE COUNTRIES ATTACKED
Poland carried out the first acts of aggression. In March 1939
Poland, already occupying German territory 'acquired' in 1919
invaded Czechoslovakia. During the months running up to the
outbreak of war Polish armed forces repeatedly violated German
borders. On August 31st 1939 Polish irregular armed forces
launched a full scale attack on the German border town of
Gleiwitz.
Within hours Germany retaliated resulting in Britain and France's
declarations of war on the German nation on 3rd Sept 1939. In
Britain's case this declaration of war was constitutionally illegal.
It was not as it should have been ratified by parliament.
Despite her borders being constantly attacked by the
numerically superior armies of France and England, and
economically strangled by world finance, Germany refused to be
drawn, negotiated for peace and turned the other cheek for ten
months. Only when it accurately learned that England intended
to broaden the western front by occupying the Low Countries
and Norway, thus surrounding and threatening Germany's entire
borders, did Germany carry out a pre-emptive strike.
Germany's defensive counter attack was launched on 10th May
1940. This resulted in the rout of 330,000 British and French
troops by a significantly smaller army. It was one of the worst
debacles in military history. (The British press called it 'a
miracle).
Russia invaded Finland on Nov 30th 1939. Britain (not for the
first time) and France invaded Norway's neutrality on 8th April
1940. To avoid attack via the Baltic Sea Germany counterattacked. In the small battles that followed (Trondheim) 2,000
German troops routed 13,000 British troops. They were
evacuated on 1st May. To save face Churchill disembarked
20,000 British troops at Narvik. They were driven out by 2,000
Austrian Alpine troops.
Canada declared war on Germany 10th Sept 1939. In June 1940
Soviet Russia invaded Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania and Rumania.
In June 1940, Britain declared war on Finland, Rumania and
Hungary whilst also occupying defenseless Iceland. All of these
acts of aggression in gross violation of international law and
previously signed treaties.
On May 10th 1940 in brazen defiance of international law Britain
occupied Iceland. Icelanders regarded the British armed forces
as an occupying force. On 7th Dec 1941 a British backed coup
overthrew the Yugoslav government. On 27th March 1941
British troops enter Greece. On 6th April 1941 Germany
retaliated and Britain retreated again. In June 1940 Britain
prepares to invade neutral Portugal.
The United States, supposedly neutral, consistently attacks
German shipping and arrests or otherwise kidnaps German

citizens, even those living in South American countries. In
August 1941. Germany retaliated.
In 1940 alone Britain, supposedly standing alone and at
bay, added 1.6 MILLION SQUARE MILES TO ITS WORLD EMPIRE
occupying Italian and French colonies; Syria, Iraq and
Persia. Britain's foremost military historian, A.J.P. Taylor
conceded: "There can be no doubt that he (Hitler) broadened
the war in 1941 only on preventive grounds."
Footnote on casualties: In terms of casualties the United
Kingdom came in at number nine. Russia came first (official
figures at 13.6 million, Germany 3.5, China 1.3, Japan 1.3,
Romania 350,000, United States 252,000, Italy 279,000, UK
264,000, France 213,000, Hungary 200,000, Poland 123,000,
Greece 88,000, Finland 82,000, Canada 37,000, India 24,000,
Australia 23,000, Belgium 12,000, Czechoslovakia 10,000,
Bulgaria 10,000, New Zealand 10,000 (another country
threatened by Germany no doubt!), Netherlands 8,000, South
Africa 6,000, Norway 3,000, Denmark 1,800, Brazil 943.
A FINAL EPITAPH FROM ONE OF ENGLAND'S FINEST
POETS:
A curse for England, false and base,
Where nothing can prosper but disgrace,
Where crushed is each flower's tender form,
And decay and corruption feed the worm ...
... Sounds familiar?
Comment
Michael Rivero
The "Clash of civilizations" is not about religion, but about
banking. How Hitler rebuilt Germany's economy was simple. He
abandoned the fractional reserve banking system that was
crippling post-WW1 Germany and instituted a currency with a
fixed unit of value. Oddly enough, it was a financial system not
very different from that of the United States prior to 1913. This
allowed Germany to rebuild quickly, but was of course a direct
threat to the bankers who had grown rich and powerful with
legalized counterfeiting. This is the reason that "war" (actually a
boycott; see attached) was "declared" against Germany. The
bankers feared that people everywhere would see the
immediate advantages of a non- reserve monetary system and
force a change in their own countries. Germany, specifically the
German economy, had to be wrecked in order to preserve the
fractional reserve banking system everywhere else.
Oddly enough, when Putin came to power in Russia, he did
pretty much the same thing; kicking out the oligarchs and
restructuring Russia's economic system, and the end result is
that Russia has paid off all her debts early (while the USA, still
enslaved to the Federal Reserve, sinks deep into debt every
single day), and not surprisingly, enmity against Russia by
nations under the control of reserve banking systems and
bankers is on the increase.
The same "war of money" underlies the push for Islamophobia.
It's not really about religion but about the conflict between
compounded interest versus loan-plus-fixed-fee financing.
Michael Rivero What Really Happened
wrh@whatreallyhappened.com
Comment - x-915552
What all of you don't understand is: Hitler did not want any war.
He wanted peace. The Third Reich needed peace to rebuild
Germany after what the Jews, who had the upper hand in the
Weimar Republic, had done to Germany. If Hitler had wanted a
war, then he would not have offered to withdraw and pay
damages to Poland after The Reich defeated Poland.
Had Hitler wanted a war he would have destroyed the British
Expeditionary Army at Dunkirk. He said "NO!" when General
Heinz Guderian wanted to attack the British at Dunkirk.
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It is high time we stop believing in the Jewish lies told about
WWII and start understanding the truth. Hitler did not want a
war!!!! Who wanted war? Zionist Jews of the world.
Comment Randulf Johan Hansen www.thenewsturmer.com
Hess on a secret mission landed in Britain to end the war with
the West that Hitler did not want. Churchill concealed the nature
of his mission because Churchill was taking order from Jews
(Baruch and Morganthau as well as the merchant banking
houses of The City) wanted the extermination of Germans and
the threat of the usury-free Nationalist Populist dynamism.
Comment - From: Dick Eastman
With the advantage of retrospect and the exposure of what
really happened, I am sorry Hitler and Japan did not get a
negotiated settlement (rather than a defeat) out of World War
Two. He could have done so easily. Instead of bombing London
he could have bombed the mansions of the British aristocracy on
their great estates, bombed them to rubble. The British elite did
not care about the insufferable lower-class nobodies dying in the
London Blitz. They would care about losing the family castle.
And the strategy would have saved the Luftwaffe as well. The
British always knew the German planes were headed straight to
London and so had all of their anti-aircraft guns, barrage
baloons and searchlights and RAF Spitfires there to intercept
them. If they went after the gentry where they lived they would
have had all Britain in which to select their targets. The RAF
could not be everywhere at once. Before you know it the House
of Lords would have renegged on their backing of Churchill
(Baruch's pet bulldog) and his insistance upon unconditional
surrender and would have settled for a negotiated peace that
would have saved Europe from half-conquest by (Jewish)
communism. Remember that when we are fighting the elites.
Our enemy is not the stupid and depraved soldiers they send
after us -- our enemy is the Money Power elite themselves.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/frameup/message/22069
Comment - x-915552
Munich Betrayal And Its Contemporary Lessons
Between 1932 and 1942, the USA used about 12 per cent of her
gross income on military equipment. That was far above what
Germany used and what Japan used. I call such high part of
gross national income for propping up a country making it ready
for war.
Comment - Dr. Gunther Kümel (Excerpt)
Today it occurs to me to break with the habit to ignore your
"arguments" that sound like a propaganda trumpet. However, in
this contribution you are contradicting yourself to such an
absurd degree that it is hard not to write a satire about it.
You have a point with mentioning General Thomas who indeed
ardently insisted in preparation for a long war, total war, huge
armaments, full use of the authoritarian power the German

parliament had conceded to Hitler, economic mobilisation in the
broadest sense, "full wartime mobilization of the economy". And
as he did not get his way, tried to kill his chancellor.
And Hitler? He instructed Keitel, that he did not want war,
refused to give the orders Thomas demanded. He relied on
negotiations since he had the impression to deal with statesmen
not insane enough to rebut a fair compromise. Have you ever
read the proposals Hitler offered to Poland? No? Perhaps you
should do that, it might change your fixed ideas about the evil
Hitler and the poor Poles. If any chancellor or even politician in
the "republic of Weimar" (that had been reigned in an
authoritarian way without concessions of the parliament) had
offered such a far reaching compromise, he would have lost his
position within two hours. What Hitler offered to Poland can only
be compared with the sacrifices of this Willy Brandt to Poland
and Russia and Jugoslavia and the Czeck, only that Hitler acted
in favour of Germany and Willy Brandt as a servant of Allied
interests (you remember he was officer of an enemy state).
Hitler suggested the reunification of Danzig with the motherland
and Danzig was a free state, not property of the Poles.
The (German) inhabitants of Danzig wanted fervently this
reunification (as the inhabitantsof Austria, Sudetenland or South
Tirol). Poland should retain certain economic privileges she had
been granted by the "peace makers" (war mongers) of
Versailles. Germany would not demand the very important
industrial area of Upper Silesia (German inhabitated), West
Prussia (to a high degree German inhabitated). And Hitler
offered a peace pact for 25 years and a guaranty for the
frontiers of Poland, which was more or less the promise to
defend Poland against a revision by Stalin with respect to "East
Poland" recently conquered by Poland and inhabitated mostly by
Ukrainians. What Hitler wanted to be honoured with was not
more than a highway and a railway line through the "Corridor"
(German inhabitated), that separated part of Germany (East
Prussia) from the main land. Really, Hitler could not demand
less!
Hitler's fatal mistake was that he trusted the fairness of the
British, that he did not fully recognize the threat of the
"background powers". And that he tried to reach just aims by
way of negotiations. General Thomas was not so naïve, and he
was not so pacifistic as Hitler who allowed the British divisions to
escape at Dunkirk, just for the purpose not to hurt the British
sensitivity. General Thomas was aware of the firm determination
of the influential circles in the world (e.g. the high finance) to
destroy the German nation, and therefore he insisted in
preparation for a long war of annihilation against the Reich.
Regards
Dr. Gunther Kümel.

_____________________________________________________________
Saudis threatens to sell off $US750b in US assets if Congress passes 9/11 bill
April 17, 2016 - 12:19PM
The Saudi Arabian government has threatened to sell hundreds
of billions of dollars worth of American assets should the US
Congress pass a bill that could hold the kingdom responsible for
any role in the September 11, 2001 attacks.
The Obama administration has lobbied Congress to block the
bill's passage, administration officials and congressional aides
from both parties say, and the Saudi threats have been the
subject of intense discussions in recent weeks between
lawmakers and officials from the State Department and the
Pentagon. The officials have warned senators of diplomatic and
economic fallout from the legislation.
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir delivered the kingdom's
message personally last month during a trip to Washington,
telling lawmakers that Saudi Arabia would be forced to sell up
to $US750 billion ($975 billion) in Treasury securities and other

assets in the US before they could be in danger of being frozen
by American courts.
Several outside economists were sceptical the Saudis
would follow through, saying that such a sell-off would be
difficult to execute and would end up crippling the kingdom's
economy. However, the threat is another sign of the escalating
tensions between Saudi Arabia and the US.

Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir has warned that Saudi
Arabia will be forced to sell up to $US750 billion in
Treasury securities and other assets. Photo: AP
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The administration, which argues the legislation will put
Americans at legal risk overseas, has been lobbying so intently
against the bill that some lawmakers and families of
September 11 victims are infuriated. In their view, the Obama
administration has consistently sided with the kingdom and has
thwarted their efforts to learn what they believe to be the truth
about the role some Saudi officials have played in the terror
plot. "It's stunning to think that our government would back the
Saudis over its own citizens," said Mindy Kleinberg, whose
husband died in the World Trade Centre on September 11.
She is part of a group of victims' family members pushing for
the legislation.
Saudi officials had long denied that the kingdom had any role in
the September 11 plot, and the 9/11 commission found "no
evidence that the Saudi government as an institution or senior
Saudi
officials
individually
funded
the
organisation".
However, critics had noted the commission's narrow wording left
open the possibility that less senior officials or parts of the Saudi
government could have played a role.
Suspicions had lingered, partly because of the conclusions of a
2002 congressional inquiry into the attacks that cited some

evidence that Saudi officials living in the US at the time had a
hand in the plot.
The dispute comes as bipartisan criticism is growing in Congress
about Washington's alliance with Saudi Arabia, for decades a
crucial US ally in the Middle East.
Last week, two senators introduced a resolution that would put
restrictions on US arms sales to Saudi Arabia.
These have
expanded
dramatically
during
the
Obama
administration.
The Senate bill is intended to make clear the immunity given to
foreign nations under the law should not apply in cases where
nations are found culpable for terrorist attacks that kill
Americans on US soil.
If the bill were to pass both houses of Congress and be signed
by the President, it could clear a path for the role of the Saudi
government to be examined in the September 11 lawsuits.
New York Times, Reuters
http://www.smh.com.au/world/saudis-threatens-tosell-off-us750b-in-us-assets-if-congress-passes-911-bill20160417-go86ha.html

________________________________________________
Cameron tax bombshell and Tory civil war:
Who’s dropping banana skins on the road to Britain’s EU Referendum?
Nick Griffin, April 16, 2016

The campaign to keep Britain in the European Union is
unravelling by the day. The prospect of an easy win for the
‘Remain’ camp is vanishing, as a succession of banana skins and
a brutal civil war in the Conservative party wipes out a poll lead
that seemed unassailable just a few weeks ago.
None of this was supposed to happen; indeed, there was never
even supposed to be an EU vote at all. When David Cameron
promised an “in-out” referendum before the last UK general
election, it was a cynical and empty PR stunt.
First, because he expected, at best, to end up leading another
minority government, in which his Lib-Dem partners would block
any such referendum.
Second, even if the unexpected did happen, there was big
existing majority of the UK electorate (which, of course, is
increasingly not the same as the actual British people) in favour
of continued membership.
With the ‘Yes’ campaign backed not just by the government but
also by most of the political elite, and massively funded by big
business, there was no reasonable hope of this changing.
Indeed, it was widely expected that pro-EU sentiment would
increase as ‘Remain’ unleashed Project Fear, spooking voters
with dire warnings of job losses, house value crashes and
problems with European holidays if Britain left.
But just a few weeks into the campaign, everything has
changed; the outcome is now on a knife-edge, with ‘Remain’
support crumbling by the week. This is not thanks to any
particular skill from the ‘No’ camp, but is the result of what
appears to be a series of unfortunately timed accidents and
inexplicably bitter divisions within the Tory Cabinet.
Except, of course, that accidents like the Panama tax scandal which has shattered not just Cameron’s personal reputation, but
also the credibility of his very personal ‘Remain’ leadership –
very rarely just ‘happen’.
Likewise, the explosion of hysterical and deeply damaging public
back-stabbing at the highest levels of government is not the
result of some chance set of personal rivalries. It may look like a
groundless squabble in a junior school playground, but in reality
there is very much more to it than that.
So what is going on? And what does it tell us about what may
happen over the rest of the campaign?
The first thing to understand is that the UK political
establishment is deeply split between individuals whose ultimate
loyalty lies with Washington and its dominant neo-con clique,

and those who in the end offer their allegiance to Brussels and
the Europhiles.
Both groups are, of course, traitors to their own country. Very
often, that treason and the interests of their puppet masters
lead them to head in the same direction. Thus, for example,
although they have rather different end-goals in the Middle East,
they had no trouble agreeing on the means, or on using Islamist
terrorism as a weapon to destroy Libya and Syria.
In the case of the European Union, however, the positions of the
Washington Beltway neo-cons and of the Brussels Europhiles are
very different and totally irreconcilable.
It was not always so. For the entire Cold War, the CIA and the
other instruments of American foreign policy were the biggest
single driving force — and funders — of the European Union
Project.
At a simple level, this was because the EU was seen as a
counter-balance to the Soviet Union.
At the deeper level, directed by globalist elites, the long-term
purpose of ‘Europe’ was to be a ‘regional’ building block of the
‘One World Government’ that was to be established to set in
concrete the global domination of Wall Street and its American
world police force.
For a few years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, Washington and
Wall Street were agnostic towards the EU. While their pet
oligarchs were looting the ruins of the USSR, with Russia
reduced to a giant quarry for global corporations, Brussels’
federal superstate project appeared to be of little concern.
But around 2008, this all changed. The central factor was the
revival of the Russian Empire. Putin gave the oligarchs a simple
ultimatum: Behave or be destroyed, and then set about
rebuilding the economic autonomy, social cohesion, foreign
policy reach and military power of Russia.
Perhaps even more alarming to the deeply anti-Christian,
lobbies at the dark heart of the ‘American’ elite, Putin also based
the revival of Russia explicitly on the Orthodox Church and on
uncompromising Christian values.
Finally, the New Russia emerged as the lynchpin in two
economic projects, each of which on its own had the potential to
smash the world economic dominance that was and is
absolutely central to the Project for the New American Century
(PNAC) blueprint for US global hegemony for the next one
hundred years.
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The first of this is the joint project with China, but also involving
other BRICS nations and even US puppet states in Europe and
Southeast Asia, to create a global alternative to the dollar for
trade and international finance.
It is still not completely clear that those involved in this project
fully understand just how much of a threat their plans pose to
the US elite. The Russian Central Bank, for example, still
obediently goes cap in hand to the US-dominated global banking
industry and pays or borrows in dollars for the right to print its
own currency.
This can only mean either that Putin still lacks the power to
purge the nest of fifth column vipers that infests the Russian
Central banking system, or that neither he nor any of his close
advisors understand the real nature of a fiat currency — that it
has absolutely no inherent value and that its creation by private
banks and lending into circulation at interest is a giant swindle.
In particular, the ‘American’ banking system creates trillions of
dollars out of thin air, then sells them to the rest of the world in
exchange for the real goods and materials that buy the
compliance of the American people while they themselves are
robbed blind and dispossessed by the same criminals.
The establishment of the proposed alternative free world
currency threatens to eliminate this giant involuntary tribute to
the Dollar Empire at a stroke. Without such a permanent
subsidy, the very survival of the USA would be in serious doubt.
This first mortal threat goes a long way to explaining
Washington’s deeply unreasonable and provocative attitude
towards China, as well as the hysterical hostility of America’s
Western and Salafist allies towards Putin and Russia.
It does not, however, explain the hostility to the EU of the neocons, their allies in the Zionist-dominated Western media and
their acolytes in bodies like the British Conservative party.
To understand the source of this, we have to look at another
crucial factor which clearly influenced the neo-con/US corporate
elites in their 2008 shift in attitude to Brussels from indifference
to hostility: The threat of an EU-Russian-Chinese economic
partnership.
This was not something that was emerging courtesy of Brussels,
whose bureaucrats and second-rate parliamentarians were far
too busy worrying about drowning polar bears, the labelling of
orange juice and exactly how many ‘genders’ should be
recognised and promoted among six-year-olds.
But Germany’s business community, which provides the
economic power-house at the heart of the ‘European Dream’,
having successfully integrated the bankrupt DDR, was looking
further eastwards at the huge market and almost limitless raw
materials of Russia.
Even without the increasingly close links between Russia and
China, the prospect of a strategic economic partnership between
German engineering and technology and Russia’s population and
natural resources was a very clear threat to the PNAC scheme
for the continued US mastery of the world economy.
It may have taken several years for the scale of these two
threats to dawn on the oligarchs running the US, or they may
have woken up to the new risks very quickly. We do not know
and, unless the American people rise up and replace their
masters — before their masters replace them — we probably
never will.
But I have set the date for their decision to take action to deal
with the ‘European Problem’ at 2008 because it was in that year
that there began — apparently out of the blue — a massive and
sustained effort to use the mass media (in particular the
Murdoch press and broadcast networks) to hype and ramp up
anti-EU parties which had for years previously been pretty much
neglected.

The two examples I know best are Beppe Grillo’s left-populist
Five Star movement in Italy and the right-populist UK
Independence Party in Britain. Both were clearly seen by the
home-grown ‘left’ as useful blocks to the progress of radical
nationalist parties, but the scale of their promotion has gone
way beyond what was necessary to do that job.
Five Stars and Ukip have essentially been replicated all over
Europe, with Euro-skeptic parties providing a growing challenge
to the very same pro-Brussels elites which the CIA had earlier
done so much to create.
If the neo-cons started to worry about the growing threat of a
German-dominated Europe in 2008, much more recent
developments have clearly driven them frantic.
First, they have seen the failure of their attempts to deal with
the Russian part of the threat by the coup in the Ukraine, and by
promoting Islamist insurrection in the Middle East and on
Russia’s southern flank.
Second, they are now watching in horror as an unintended
consequence of their amateur geo-political bunglings turns out
to be a full-scale strategic partnership between Russia and
China.
This has already gone way beyond mere planning and the initial
joint projects. The contracts are being exchanged for the
ultimate expression (so far) of this anti-globalist alliance: The
New Great Silk Road. This will be a series of interlinked high
speed railways, linking the great manufacturing centres of
coastal China with the whole of central Asia and on to Russia.
Even before it is completed, it will become an irresistible draw to
German and other West European capitalists, not least because
it will cut the time of delivery for cargo containers from China to
Europe from over a month to just three days. At which point the
neo-cons’ other geo-political fantasy — the ‘encirclement’ of
Russia and China will also collapse overnight.
These are the factors that explain the otherwise inexplicable —
the current triple track destabilisation operation directed by
influential forces in Washington against America’s supposed
closest allies in the European Union:
1. The attempt to exploit historical disagreements and
suspicions in the Baltic States and Poland in order to explode
the conflict between the neo-Nazi puppet state of Ukraine and
Russians in Donbass into full-scale war between Russia and the
EU;
2. The deliberate encouragement and facilitation of the
importation of millions of unassimilable immigrants, including
thousands of Jihadi terrorists, into Germany and other EU
states. This is already threatening the EU’s political meltdown
and creating the conditions for ethno-religious conflicts that will
duplicate over most of western Europe the all-too-successful CIA
operation to spark the civil wars and ethnic cleansing that
destroyed the former Yugoslavia;
3. The black propaganda assault on the expendable idiot
Cameron by several key figures from the neo-con clique, headed
by Michael Gove (who describes the invasion of Iraq as a
“proper British foreign policy success”). Gove was a key figure in
the neo-con clique which first promoted David Cameron’s Tory
leadership bid as a way of preventing the party falling into the
hands of the right-wing patriot David Davis.
Not all the Tory neo-cons are in agreement with this latest
effort, however. Ed Vaizey and George Osborne are campaigning
for a ‘Remain’ vote. Whether this reflects a difference of opinion
within the neo-con movement in its Washington DC heartland,
or simply disagreements and power-jockeying among its
adherents in London is at present unclear
What is, however, crystal clear, is that a ‘No’ vote would plunge
the EU Project into several years of chronic uncertainty and
instability. This would not merely be over the impact of drawn
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out wrangling about the terms of the UK/EU ‘divorce’, but also
the serious possibility that other disillusioned captive states —
most likely in Central and Eastern Europe — would be tempted
to follow Britain’s example.
The majority of nationalists in Britain and those with a fondness
for Britain are, of course, hoping that this is precisely what
happens. Yet this should not blind those of us who favour British
withdrawal to the fact that other people want — and are working
hard to get — the same thing, though for very different reasons.
Those to whom European civilisation and identity as a whole are
at least as important as the sovereignty of the individual nations
of Europe should, perhaps, be careful what we wish for.

Nick Griffin is a British politician who represented North
West England as a Member of the European Parliament.
Nick discussed his work with the Alliance for Peace and
Freedom during a recent interview with the British
Renaissance Policy Institute here.
*http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/04/camer
on-tax-bombshell-and-tory-civil-war-whos-droppingbanana-skins-on-the-road-to-britains-eu-referendum/
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Wagner's Ring Cycle boosted by host of events in Leeds
David Knights 17 April 2016
OPERA North presents its eagerly awaited performances of
Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen in five UK cities, including
Leeds.
This monumental work will be performed in its entirety by a
leading cast of top British and international Wagnerian
performers and conducted by Richard Farnes.
Opera North says this gives people a rare opportunity to
experience the breathtaking scope and dramatic power of
Wagner's masterpiece over the course of a few days or weeks.
There will be an accompanying programme of celebratory events
designed to bring the Ring to as many people as possible.
These will include special events for children and families,
including the Opera North Big Sing, and talks and debates in
every city.
The Ring Cycle will be performed twice at Leeds Town Hall, once
from April 23 to May 21, and again from May 24 to 29.
Few works loom as large in Western culture as Richard Wagner’s
monumental Ring (Der Ring des Nibelungen, or The Ring of the
Nibelung) a cycle of four operas comprising more than 15 hours
of music, usually performed across four days.
The story, which Wagner devised based on ancient Nordic and
German legends, is an epic tale of heroes and gods, giants and
dragons, beginning with music that evokes the dawn of time,

and ending with the cataclysmic destruction of the world of the
gods.
Opera North’s presentation of the cycle features minimal
costumes and lighting to enhance the performances, with a
triptych of screens providing subtle video projection and text.
A spokesman said: “This compelling and visceral format places
the orchestra on stage with the singers addressing the audience
directly, to thrilling effect.”
The Howard Assembly Room, next to the Grand theatre in the
Leeds, will join in the Ring celebrations with a thoughtprovoking season titled Apocalypse.
Audiences will be treated to several intriguing responses to the
end of the world, in association with the University of Leeds.
Acclaimed critic George Monbiot will expand on the themes he
explores in his latest book How Did We Get Into This Mess? in a
talk on May 18.
There will be film screenings: Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse
Now (n surround sound on May 20, and Lars von Triers’
Melancholia starring Kirsten Dunst on May 21.
Visit www.theringcycle.co.uk or call 013 2243801 to check ticket
availability.
*http://www.keighleynews.co.uk/leisure/leisure_featur
es/14432212.Wagner_s_Ring_Cycle_boosted_by_host_o
f_events_in_Leeds/
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Why a plebiscite on same-sex marriage
is dangerous and divisive

Dr Liz Short and Dr Sharon Dane, April 16, 2016
Polls indicate a plebiscite would result in marriage
people and their families were exposed to negative media, and
equality. However, it would do great harm to LGBTIQ
false and belittling commentary. A psychologist from Ireland
Australians and their families.
reported this "ranged from being spat at, threatened, nameThe call to the Turnbull government to reject a popular vote on
called, called sinners, evil, spawn of the devil – you name it, it
marriage is daily becoming louder. PricewaterhouseCoopers
gave permission for hatred".
indicates
a
plebiscite
would
cost
more
than
$525
Leaked pamphlets designed for a plebiscite campaign,
million. Opposition relates to wasting money, unintended legal
authorised by former Liberal MP Chris Miles, bizarrely claimed
ramifications, the inappropriateness of a public vote on human
that "social outcomes" for children of same-sex parents are
rights, and community division. Most compelling, however, is
"unemployment", "sexually transmitted diseases" and "drug
the foreseeable damage it would cause to those whose rights
use/abuse". This is totally at odds with the body of scientific
would be debated – LGBTIQ Australians and their families.
research demonstrating that children of same-sex couples are
The Senate legal and constitutional affairs committee's public
likely to have at least as positive emotional, social and academic
inquiry
into
"a
public
vote
on
the
matter
of
outcomes as other children. Research also indicates prejudice
marriage" recommended that "a bill to amend the definition of
and discrimination are harmful to mental and physical health. So
marriage in the Marriage Act 1961(Cth) to allow for the
robust is the research evidence that mainstream national
marriage between two people regardless of their sex is
psychological and medical bodies have issued statements urging
introduced into the Parliament as a matter of urgency, with all
marriage equality. Expression of opinion rather than evidence
parliamentarians being allowed a conscience vote". They warned
would dominate, however, before a plebiscite in Australia: For
a plebiscite would be harmful to children and people in the
example, Treasurer Scott Morrison, opposing marriage equality,
LGBTI community. It would mean a period of debate involving a
recently stated: "I don't plan to keep my opinion to myself on
government-funded "no" campaign arguing that same-sex
these issues and I don't think anyone should – that's the whole
couples and their families should be treated inequitably.
point of having a plebiscite." Human Rights Commission
Despite the happy media coverage of the win for marriage
president Gillian Triggs describes the Australian Christian
equality in Ireland (a country which constitutionally needed to
Lobby's push to have anti-discrimination laws suspended before
have a popular vote, unlike Australia), prior to the vote LGBTIQ
a plebiscite on marriage as "outrageous".
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The negative campaign would disproportionally affect the
issue" it "should be a matter for Australian law and our
LGBTIQ community and their families. Young LGBTIQ people, in
parliamentary system, not a popular vote", the The Australian
particular, already experience high rates of verbal and physical
Psychological Society's (APS) submission states "a public vote is
aggression, prejudice, and related higher rates of depression,
likely to present significant risks to the psychological health and
anxiety and suicide. Children of LGBTIQ parents would be
wellbeing of those most affected". It warned of risks and
exposed to messages that their families are not worthy of the
detriment, particularly to two groups of young people – those
rights and recognition that other families have. Emerging
who are gay and lesbian themselves, and those whose parents
evidence from Ireland indicates that such campaigns are
are gay or lesbian. The APS reported "a suite of studies confirms
distressing to LGBTIQ seniors who have already suffered greatly
that the process of putting marriage equality to a public vote
due to historic discrimination, and seniors whose children and
can be harmful to the psychological health of gender and sexual
grandchildren become a topic of debate, misinformation, and
minorities" who "not only have to contend with the possibility
denigration. Already in Australia there are indicators of a spike
of having rights to marriage denied through a public vote but
in the need for mental health support for LGBTIQ people
also the stress associated with the campaign itself".
distressed by the negativity and hostility of even the pre-preThe Rainbow Families Council emphasised that it "would be a
plebiscite debate.
particular risk because ... It brings the debate into the streets,
Broadcaster Alan Jones recently spoke against the plebiscite: "It
the schools, the swimming pools, these sports clubs and
could be angry and spiteful and divisive, the last thing we
neighbourhood houses. ... it would be impossible in this medianeed." Forty religious leaders urge the Prime Minister to drop
saturated age for parents to enforce any kind of a media
the plan, warning it would "provide a platform for disparaging
blackout as a way of trying to minimise the exposure of their
LGBTI people", "distance leaders from laypeople, marginalise
children ... to a publicly funded no campaign." The Human
faith communities from broader society and alienate LGBTI
Rights Law Centre warned that a public debate would "invite
individuals within religious communities". They emphasise that
hatred and discrimination towards LGBTI people".
"after decades of legalised discrimination ... LGBTI Australians
Polls indicate a plebiscite would result in marriage equality, but
will face an angry, drawn-out debate, one likely to multiply
a win via a plebiscite would not undo the harm done along the
existing disadvantages and stigma". Parents and Friends for
way. Along with the strong economic, legal, and human rights
Lesbians and Gays spokeswoman Shelley Argent reports they
reasons not to hold a plebiscite on marriage, the Turnbull
"are concerned about the 'hate campaigns' that will occur with
government needs to attend to the health evidence and heed
the lead-up to a plebiscite ... It is distressing not only for our
the warnings. Parliament needs to have a vote on marriage, in
children but us, their parents". Journalist Amy Coopes writes:
which Coalition members have a free vote, as soon as possible,
"When I think about having to live through this plebiscite, I feel
for the good of LGBTIQ and other Australians, and our country.
ill. I imagine sitting on the bus, talkback radio blaring, averting
Dr Liz Short is a researcher and lecturer at Victoria
my eyes ... To run this debate in full view and voice of ... will
University, and a clinical psychologist specialising in
come at a steep personal cost ... Please, hear us. Before the
family psychology. Dr Sharon Dane is an Honorary Fellow
damage is done."
at the School of Psychology at the University of
Not surprisingly, a main theme in submissions to the Senate
Queensland, specialising in sexual minority health.
committee's inquiry was that social and psychological harm
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/why-a-plebiscitewould be inevitable.In addition to noting, along with numerous
on-samesex-marriage-is-dangerousanddivisive20160414other legal, human rights, and health organisations that as
go63vs.html
"marriage equality is a human rights and equal opportunity
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BWW Review:
THE REVISIONIST Misses the Mark Due to Disjointed Script

By Shari Barrett, April 16 9:20 AM2016
Academy Award nominated actor Jesse Eisenberg, currently
characters are fascinating in their complexity and Robin Larsen's
being seen onscreen at Lex Luthor inBatman vs. Superman, is
direction keeps the action moving briskly around the three
probably best known for playing Mark Zuckerberg in the
rooms making up Tom Buderwitz's scenic design (which places
Academy Award and Golden Globe winning movie The Social
the set in the middle of the space with audience members
Network.The actor and regular The New Yorker contributor's
seated on both sides), this up close and personal theatrical
second play The Revisionist had its world premiere at the Cherry
experience seems to have something lacking in the fabric of the
Lane Theatre in New York in spring 2013, starring Jesse
writing to keep you interested in what exactly is going on
Eisenberg and Vanessa Redgrave and directed by Kip Fagan.
between these two lost souls.
The West Coast premiere is now open at the Wallis Annenberg
At several points in the play when actors are struggling with
Center for the Performing Arts in Beverly Hills, directed by Robin
their own thoughts, lighting designer Leigh Allen creates
Larsen in the Lovelace Studio Theater through April 17.
interesting effects via floor slats. But it did seem as though it
The play begins with the arrival of David (Seamus Mulcahy) who
could have been just a subway running underneath, had the
we learn is overdue in delivering revisions of his new novel due
play been set in a major metropolitan area. And be forewarned,
to the distractions of city life. Eschewing other places to visit, he
the space is a bit smoky from the beginning although I can't
has decided to plop himself in a cramped apartment in Szczecin,
really tell you the reason why. The only smoking done in the
Poland, the home of a distant cousin named Maria (Tony Awardplay is by David who struggles to open the small window above
winning star of August: Osage County Deanna Dunagan). She is
his bed to blow what appears to be marijuana smoke outside at
a complicated and indomitable figure - a Holocaust survivor who
every emotional junction in the play.
maintains a kind of shrine in her home to her far-off American
The Revisionist continues in the Lovelace Studio Theater at
relatives, most of whom she has met only once or twice. It's a
the Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts, 9390 N.
clash of cultures and generations as their divergent agendas,
Santa Monica Blvd, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 through April 17,
combined with cultural and culinary differences, lead to a spiky,
2016 (dark Mondays). Single tickets are $50 though prices
combative relationship that ultimately questions their ideas of
subject to change, and can be ordered by calling the box office
family.
at 310.746.4000 or online at TheWallis.org
While the writing is a bit disjointed and the story much too
difficult to follow due to many comments spoken only in Polish
http://www.broadwayworld.com/losangeles/article/BW
by Ilia Volok as Zemon, a Polish taxi driver who provides various
W-Review-THE-REVISIONIST-Misses-the-Mark-Due-toservices to Maria, the acting by the two leads Seamus
Disjointed-Script-20160416#
Mulcahy and Deanna Dunagan is superb. But while their
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